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| EDITOR’S LETTER

GREETINGS AND
SALUTATIONS
As my first letter from the editor for FAB Shop
Magazine Direct, it’s only fitting that I start with
a short introduction of myself. I’m Abbe Miller,
the new chief editor of FAB Shop. I’m also an
aunt, home chef, green thumb wannabe and
metals fabricating enthusiast. Since 2014,
I’ve been at the helm of Shop Floor Lasers
and Welding Productivity, FAB Shop’s sister
publications. I’ve spent those two-plus years
listening to reader input and striving to make
the magazines the best they can be.
When I first started my career in the metals
trade publishing industry, I was fortunate
enough to have Russ Olexa take me under his
wing. Russ, as many of our readers know, was
one of the best mentors anyone could have as
a newbee in the fabricating industry.
From my perspective, Russ knew the ins and
outs of every single fabricating process under
the sun, and he let me pick his brain with every
new article assignment I received. Beyond his
wide experience in all things fabricating, he
had a heart of gold. It was hard to figure I’d

come across anyone else so influential in my
career moving forward. But that was before I
met Ed Huntress.
When I was brought on board the Techgen
team, I still had a lot to learn about the industry.
After all, life is a classroom, and that’s especially
true in the metals industry, considering the
myriad of ways that metals can be fabricated.
Like Russ, Ed had a wealth of knowledge and
was just a phone call away.
Now that Ed has passed the baton to me in
favor of retirement (who can blame him?), I
will strive everyday to carry on the legacy of
both of my mentors. Fortunately, I can still call
on Ed when I have questions about a certain
material’s metallurgy or, quite frankly, any
other topic that stumps me. The only problem
I foresee is being able to pull him away from an
afternoon fishing trip, pruning his tomatoes or
tinkering in his home fab shop.

Abbe Miller
editor-in-chief
amiller@techgenmedia.com
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Automated Solutions for
Difficult Metal
Products

We make age old metal forming problems a thing of the past!

Come see us at:

FABTECH

Booth #C33037
NEW
UpDownCenter

Semi-Automated Production
Of Larger Complex Parts

Multibend Center Semi-Automated
Versatile And Upgradable
XLTbend
Modules For Folding
Automation

For Complex Precision Sheet
Metal Parts

RAS Systems has raised the bar again for maximum
accuracy and repeatability. Our fast forming sequences, short
cycle times and greatly reduced set-up times has made the
MiniBendCenter and UpDownCenter the state-of-the-art in
metal forming technology. When combined with our “Bendex
3D One-Click Programming” the integration of idea and final
product becomes seamless.

WWW.RAS-SYSTEMS.COM
RAS Systems, LLC
1135 DIVIDEND COURT
PEACHTREE CITY, GA 30269
PH: 770-415-8130 FX:770-487-1007
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Is hot slag
impeding your laser
cutting operations?

Low profile, air-operated
Transporter Conveying
System eliminates laser
cutting part and scrap
removal downtime
What's the point in purchasing expensive
laser cutting machinery if maintenance men
have to free up slag binding discharge
chains and replace bearings?
When discharge systems become
welded shut as hot slag binds and jams
ordinary chain conveyors, these are
reasons why laser cutters sit idle —
and competitive fabrication cost-margins
grow wider.
That's why owners of laser cutters
are replacing their steel discharge chain
systems with Vibro Transporters and a
stainless steel tray for hot slag and
scrap removal.
The Vibro 100% air-operated
Transporter Conveying System eliminates
the downtime associated with conventional
chain conveyors. Its low profile allows the
Transporter to fit in the tightest, most hardto-reach places beneath machine tools.
Other benefits include:
■ 100% Air-Operated
- No Mechanical
Springs
■ Low Air
Consumption
■ Variable Speed
Operation
■ Two-Year Warranty
■ 100% American
Made
■ Available from Stock
Register online or call us today to
receive your product line kit, application
video, engineering support, or to locate the
sales representative nearest you.

Engineered First to Last

717.527.2094
www.vibroindustries.com
Global Distribution:
FOSMO MASKIN A.S., Norway
UPTON & SULLIVAN CO., LTD., Canada
MTI Monterrey, Mexico

MADE IN

USA

Fabtech

FINISHING
METAL FINISHING

Fabtech begins in Las Vegas
on Nov. 16 and will serve
as North America’s largest
metal forming, fabricating,
welding and finishing event
through Nov. 18. This year,
the event will bring in more
than 1,300 exhibitors and an
estimated 28,000 attendees
thanks to its reputation as
the premier convention
for showcasing new
technology, equipment and
knowledge emerging in the
fabrication industry. Visitors
come to meet with worldclass suppliers, to see the
latest industry products and
developments, and to find
the tools to improve their
fabricating operations.

Pferd Inc. presents products from its metalcutting and finishing product
lines, such as files, burs, brushes, grinding and cutting wheels, and
power tools with focus on its Polifan-Curve flap discs for rough and finish
grinding applications and its thin cut-off wheels. Integrated within the
exhibit will be interactive demonstrations on PferdValue, a program
addressing increased operator efficiency, health and safety as well as
process optimization through PferdErognomics and PferdEfficiency.

Pferd Inc.

Booth No. N2004

BRUSHES, ABRASIVES

Weiler Abrasives Group presents its Roughneck
Max 4-in. carbon steel and stainless steel brushes with an
improved knot design. New Tiger bonded abrasive options
include Roughneck combo wheels for switching between
cutting and grinding applications on the pipeline, and two
Type 28 grinding wheels for hard-to-reach areas such as corner fillets. Tiger X flap discs have a
triple-split coat grain anchoring system, dual-flap design and engineered abrasive cloth backing
with intermixed ceramic alumina and zirconia alumina grain.

Weiler Abrasives Group

Booth No. N3704

GRINDING DISCS

Rex-Cut Abrasives introduces Fusion Quick Change Discs, which are
3-in., layered quick-change flap discs that grind light weld seams
and create a consistent finish in a controlled manner. They combine
a coated abrasive layer with a surface conditioning layer into one
interleaf disc, allowing users to eliminate steps when finishing TIG
welds on stainless steel, aluminum, soft metals and special alloys. The discs are for finishing
welded railings, angles and toothing and break edges; removing milling lines; and creating an
even finish.

Rex-Cut Abrasives

Booth No. N5008
October 2016
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GRINDING WHEELS

Saint-Gobain Abrasives showcases Norton
Quantum3 (NQ3) depressed center grinding wheels
that have a proprietary grain and tough bond
system. Test results conducted revealed that NQ3
removed almost twice the amount of carbon steel at
5-min. intervals as competitive wheels. The wheels
are offered in 12 ,Type 27 all-purpose grinding
application SKUs, one Type 28 all-purpose SKU and
two Type 27 SKUs for foundry applications. Sizes range from 4 in. by 1/4 in. by 3/8 in. to 9
in. by 1/4 in. to 7/8 in.

Saint-Gobain Abrasives

Booth No. N4104

Bystronic introduces the new ByStar Fiber laser. Down to the
smallest detail, it was designed 100 percent for fiber laser
cutting. With linear motors and an innovative triangle cutting
bridge design, it’s capable of unprecedented speeds and machine acceleration dynamics while
maintaining high part accuracy. Thin to thick cutting, seamless automation solutions, intelligent
sensor technology and integration into modern software systems are all possible. The ByVision
Cutting control interface, with 22-in. HD touch screen and software-driven menu selections
make it easy to learn and operate.

Bystronic Inc.

Booth No. C35069

FIBER LASERS

Messer Cutting Systems Inc. highlights the
MetalMaster Xcel plasma cutting machine, which
performs HPR400XD plasma bevel cutting and Telesis
Pinstamp marking and also features a
fiber laser cutting head and digital camera. The
MetalMaster 2.0 has traverse speeds of 3,000 ipm, a
robust design and high acceleration drives. The 5-ft.-by-10-ft. unitized cutting machine
and table features a Powermax125 plasma torch for straight plasma cutting.

LASER & PLASMA
FIBER LASER

Messer Cutting Systems Inc.

Trumpf Inc.’s TruLaser 2030 fiber with
a 4-kW TruDisk laser enables laser
processing across a variety of
materials and thicknesses. With a
60-in.-by-120-in. working range, the
fiber achieves good energy efficiency
with minimal space requirements. It
is suitable for job shops that run up
to three shifts per day as well as for first-time laser users. The system is available with the
LiftMaster Shuttle for the added capacity to support complete lights-out production and
overnight runs.

Trumpf Inc.

FIBER LASERS

Booth No. C35041

Booth No. C33085

LASER WELDING & CUTTING

IPG Photonics Corp. highlights three systems that demonstrate the FLW‐30
wobble head for welding of dissimilar metals and those prone to cracking.
The Automated Laser Processing System has a 6‐axis robot that will
demonstrate stainless steel to copper welding. A larger 8‐axis robotic system
will show 3‐D part welding, while a multi‐axis workstation will demonstrate
precision cutting and welding. The LaserCube is a 4-ft.-by-4-ft. flatbed cutter
for cutting small parts. Configurable with fiber lasers from 500 W up to 4 kW,
the system is capable of cutting steel, aluminum and highly reflective alloys.

IPG Photonics Corp.

Booth No. N551
October 2016
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FIBER LASER

Amada America Inc. presents the 9-kW LCG 3015
AJ fiber laser with automated material handling
that enables fabricators to gain Process Range
Expansion (PRE) by being able to cut a range
of thicknesses and a variety of materials. Available with the LCG 3015 AJ is the new CL (Cycle
Loader). The CL reduces changeover times that the company says provides a flexible, costeffective solution for small lot production. In addition, the CL is a modular system that allows
fabricators to add a material storage tower for attaining lights-out production.

Amada America Inc.

Booth No. C29037

PLASMA CUTTING

The Lincoln Electric Co. announces the
Torchmate 4400|4800 CNC plasma cutting
system for growing fabrication shops and other
small businesses that want to integrate cutting
into their operations. The 4400, a 4-ft.-by-4-ft.
CNC plasma cutting table, is for users seeking
a small table that offers built-in, production-grade components and fits into any small to
medium-sized fabrication shop. The 4800, a 4-ft.-by-8-ft. CNC plasma cutting table, offers a
larger cutting area that allows users to avoid additional shearing fees from steel suppliers.

The Lincoln Electric Co.

Booth No. C29047 and N5200

FIBER LASERS

MC Machinery Systems Inc.’s eX-F Series fiber laser combines
the construction of the eX series CO2 lasers and fiber to
allow for faster medium- and thick-plate processing times.
The 6030 XLF fiber laser with 6 kW features Zoom Fiber
technology and encompasses a 58-ft.-by-22-ft. footprint.
It is good for large parts manufacturing, but it can also be
utilized to replace smaller standalone machines due to the
productivity gains achievable by the large work area.

MC Machinery Systems Inc.

PLASMA CUTTING

Murata Machinery USA Inc.’s Muratec LS3015FC fiber laser
provides precise cutting capabilities, ensuring that every
part is the same dimension. The proprietary technology
integrates hardware and software to create a system that
offers a high level of quality, reliability and productivity.

Booth No. C39033

Murata Machinery USA Inc.

Booth No. C31085

FIBER LASER

The LVD Strippit Phoenix FL 6-kW fiber laser system
features a welded steel frame construction that minimizes
deformation caused by high acceleration. Powered by a
high-efficiency, solid-state doped fiber laser source, the
laser processes a range of material types and thicknesses.
A lightweight, high-rigidity beam delivery system allows
for highly dynamic processing, and a Touch-L touch-screen
control with graphical user interface makes the system easy to operate.

LVD Strippit

Booth No. C31079

FIBER LASER

Cincinnati Inc.’s CL-960 fiber laser, with a
6-kW power source, leverages air assist
cutting technology to further reduce
production costs. The laser features 5-ft.-by-10-ft. dual pallets, LaserMech Fibercut laser
cutting head, linear drive motors, HMI control, nesting software, automation interface and
dynamic power control.

Cincinnati Inc.

Booth No. C31102
October 2016
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PLASMA CUTTER

Hypertherm Inc. announces the Powermax45 XP plasma cutter.
Delivering 6.5 kW of output power, the cutter can cleanly cut
material up to 16 mm thick and sever material nearly twice that
thickness. The system comes with the Duramax Lock torch, which
has a torch disable switch for quick replacement of consumables;
a FastConnect torch to quickly switch between different torches; and Smart Sense
technology that automatically adjusts gas pressure and flow for optimal performance.

Hypertherm Inc.

Booth No. C27069 and N3724

FIBER LENSES

Ophir Photonics announces Helios, a compact laser power
meter for measuring high-power lasers in industrial processing
applications. It measures high-power solid-state lasers with
powers from 100 W to 12 kW and energies from 10 J to 10
kJ, and has a high damage threshold of more than 6 kW per
cm2, a 2-sec. response time and a short 10-sec. wait between
pulse measurements. For integration into industrial automation networks, the power meter
communicates via Profinet industrial Ethernet and RS232 serial communications.

Ophir Photonics

Booth No. C39069

OSAI USA announces OpenCut for 2-D and 3-D bevel laser
cutting. The system offers numerical controls that match the
most common CAD systems. It is a complete modular solution,
customizable according to an OEM’s needs. The OpenCut HMI
and CAM software has predefined icon libraries and automatic
nesting of different profiles. The integrated technological tables
are made up of 10 piercing lines and 10 cutting lines for each material and thickness.

OSAI USA

LASER WELDING HEAD

Booth No. C47103

LASER WELDING

Laser Mechanisms offers the FiberWeld HR processing head for
welding applications with medium- to high-power fiber coupled
lasers. The system can be configured with straight or right-angle
fiber input camera viewing, wire feed, air knife, weld monitoring,
and twin spot and rectangular focusing optics. It consists of the
welding head, fiber collimators from 100 mm to 200 mm, focusing
lenses from 200 mm to 1,000 mm and internal optics monitoring.
The head has a clear aperture of 48 mm and works with fiberdelivered laser systems up to 30 kW.

Laser Mechanisms

Booth No. C23096

BEVEL LASER CUTTING

Mate Precision Tooling continues to expand its laser optics
offerings with the introduction of 1 Micron Optics for
fiber lasers. These fused silica lenses and mirrors feature
a superior coating and low absorption. The products are
approved for use in leading brand fiber lasers.

Mate Precision Tooling

LASER METER

LaserStar Technologies Corp.’s laser welding systems are for a range of
metal joining, complex assembly, automation and repair applications
for manufacturers that process large or small part quantities. The
systems reduce cycle times, produce precision parts and achieve
increased productivity while lowering cost per unit. Common
industry applications include spot welding, seam welding, mold
repair welding, micro welding and battery welding in the medical
device, computer, aerospace, electronics and automotive industries.

Booth No. N4122

LaserStar Technologies Corp.

Booth No. N5729
October 2016
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PLASMA CUTTING

Soitaab USA’s Plasma Red cutting system features
dual-side drives that maintain position accuracy and
cut tolerances, while the standalone table offers the
flexibility of a downdraft or water table design. The
compact bevel head is for use on the smallest plasma
table without a heavy and wide gantry frame. The
plasma torch comes with breakaway anti-collision capability and touch sensing arc voltage
height control and ohmic sensing for thin materials.

Soitaab USA

Booth No. C51093

LASER LENSES

Blackbird Robotics

Booth No. N1136

Praxair Inc.’s ProStar PRS900 robotic cutting system can help
customers lower equipment investment, cut labor expenses
and minimize operating costs, all while improving product
quality and productivity. The system’s modular design allows
operators to use one machine to cut structural tube and beam
as well as 2-D plate and domes. A web-based operator interface allows the cutting system
to perform 3-D movement and create, share and acquire evolving cutting parameters
online for flexibility.

Booth No. C22026

LASER CUTTING & ENGRAVING

Kern Laser Systems’ HSE Laser System is the flagship
model in Kern’s product lineup. A wrap around gantry
traverses over the cutting bed allowing for finished parts
to be easily removed at all sides of the machine. The
moving gantry features high-speed servo motors and a
flying optics beam delivery providing consistent beam power and quality over the entire
work area plus the capability of etching at speeds of up to 150 in. per second.

Kern Laser Systems

Blackbird Robotics’ intelliScan FT, with a 30-mm aperture, is for
welding 2-D applications and integration into robot and gantry
systems. The scan system is for welding flat components and
handles laser powers up to 8 kW. The scan head’s compact design
and optionally straight or angled collimator implementations
facilitate straightforward integration in equipment where space
is tight. At the system’s core are galvanometer drives with mirrors
specially optimized for welding applications.

CNC CUTTING

American Photonics offers replacement ZnSe meniscus
lenses for Trumpf laser systems. Meniscus lenses are primarily
for focusing to small spot sizes or collimation applications.
Because of the spherical nature of a standard lens, spherical
aberrations cause parallel rays at different distances from
the optic axis to not converge at the same point. This is why
meniscus lenses perform better than plano-convex lenses. They
provide a better spot size with much tighter focus.

American Photonics

LASER WELDING

Booth No. C49073

Praxair Inc.

Booth No. N3318

FIBER LASER

Whitney, a MegaFab company, announces its
12-kW fiber PlateLaser. The high-power laser
is available in three sizes, including 1.5 m by
3.0 m, 2.0 m by 4.0 m and 3.0 m by 6.0 m. It is
available in power levels ranging from 2 kW
to 12 kW.

Whitney, a MegaFab company

Booth No. C33069
October 2016
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ADDITIVE
MANUFACTURING

MAGNETIC TOOLING

Trumpf Inc.’s TruPrint 1000 features
laser metal fusion (LMF) and laser metal
deposition (LMD) technology. It uses
a laser and metallic powder with grain
sizes as small as 20 microns to build
components layer by layer, based on
data supplied by a CAD program. This
technology is for complex parts, such as
those with internal channels and hollow
spaces. Parts can be a maximum of 100 mm in diameter and 100 mm in height.

Trumpf Inc.

Booth No. C35041

METALWORKING EQUIPMENT

Industrial Magnetics Inc.

Eriez SafeHold permanent lifting magnets can lift
and transfer steel and iron without slings, hooks
or cables. They are available in several models
and with lifting capacities up to 10,000 lbs. The
APL series is for handling steel where access is
limited. The EPL series can carry semi-finished
products such as machine parts, press molds and
steel plates. The MPL series handles round and flat
materials and has a motorized actuator. The RPL
series has a two-pole design and can also handle round and flat materials.

Booth No. C20019

Booth No. C19034

DUST COLLECTOR

Imperial Systems Inc.’s Cmaxx cartridge-based dust
collector has a CrownTech domed roof with no bolt holes.
This feature allows the collector to hold a 4PSI vessel
strength rating. The collector with the domed roof has
been proven to stop a flame front, meaning the collector
is rated to withstand and control an explosion. The
domed roof also deflects rain, snow, dust and dirt.

Imperial Systems Inc.

LIFTING MAGNETS

Eriez

Industrial Magnetics Inc. showcases Transporter LP magnetic
end-of-arm tooling for magnetically transferring metal blanks,
stampings and parts in automated station-to-station, pressto-press transfer and robotic pick-and-place applications. Rare
Earth magnets positively hold the parts during transfer and offer
options for pick-up points on stamped, perforated and odd-shaped parts. Available in five
configurations, the magnets are for applications in the appliance, automotive and office
furniture industries as well as other material handling applications.

Booth No. N1825

PRESS FEED LINE

Dallas Industries is teaming up with Aida-America
to display a fully operational press feed line with an
Aida DSF-N2-3000 330-ton servo press. The feed line
runs from the Dallas booth into the Aida booth and
features an Allen-Bradley, Ethernet-based controls
architecture that supports many advanced features.
This includes Dallas’ ProfileSelect software, which
uses a sinusoidal profile. SyncLoop advanced loop control integration is also featured.

Dallas Industries

Booth No. C17028
October 2016
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HOOKS & RACKS

Mighty Hook features its line of standard hooks and racks, the Angle
Pivot tooling system and custom material handling carts. The Angle
Pivot automatically rotates parts or racks mechanically on inclines and
declines, which allows for close spacing and maximum parts or racks
to be coated. The tooling can increase throughput capacity by 20 to
50 percent. Beyond the standard products offered, custom material
handling carts and custom hanging solutions are also available.

Mighty Hook

Booth No. C47030

TRUNNION & WELDING GROUND

Booth No. N1814

DUST COLLECTOR

Clarcor Industrial Air’s DustHog Plug-n-Play cartridge dust collector provides
a clean air solution for manufacturing processes, including welding, robotic
weld cells, and plasma and laser cutting. It is powered with the ProTura DH
nanofiber filter media, which is capable of capturing respirable, submicron
particulates. The filters feature surface loading technology that reduces
compressed air consumption during filter cleaning.

Clarcor Industrial Air

Olympus Corp.’s Iplex NX industrial videoscope helps
locate flaws in hard-to-access spaces, such as the interior
of gas turbines. It combines a high-pixel CCD chip, an ultrabright laser diode light system and PulsarPic processor
to reduce signal noise and deliver images. The Vanta
handheld X-ray fluorescence analyzer delivers accurate
elemental identification in harsh industrial environments
and quantification for a variety of materials in 1 or 2 sec. The
analyzer is for positive material identification, scrap recycling
and mining.

Olympus Corp.

ALM Positioners Inc.’s powered trunnion set with powered
headstock, slew bearing tailstock and offset motor is available
with pivot or fixed head and has a maximum radial load of
8,000 lbs. Also available is a cantilever trunnion with powered
headstock that has a maximum radial load of 2,000 lbs. to 21,600
lbs. Another product is the rotary contact welding ground
that eliminates the need to ground directly to the tool or part.
Available in 400-amp and 800-amp welding ground options, the contact accepts standard
4/0 cable lugs.

ALM Positioners Inc.

INSPECTION & MATERIAL ANALYZER

Booth No. C22073

Booth No. N3715

PRESS BRAKES & PUNCHING
PRESS BRAKES

Cincinnati Inc.’s GoForm is a 40-ton, portable electric press brake
with 6-axis back gauging. The brake is suitable for simple and
complex parts up to 1/4-in. thick and less than 50 lbs. and is
built to meet the demands of multi-shift operations. It has a
large touch-screen control, PC-based 3-D graphics and bend
simulation. It guides the operator though complex setups and
part handling sequences, minimizing setup time and reducing
errors. The MaxForm high-speed hydraulic press brake is
also available.

Cincinnati Inc.

Booth No. C31102
October 2016
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PRESS BRAKES

Bystronic Inc.’s Bystronic Xpert 150 press brake features a ByVision
bending control, voice control, part ID, and new tooling and
clamping systems. With a database of material bend angles
and bend allowances, the brake uses a 22-in. HD touch screen
to display realistic 3-D part animations and software-driven
menu selections. The Xpert 40 press brake has a 6-axis ultra-high
performance back gauge and high-speed ram for production of complex shapes. It offers
integrated tool storage, which reduces non-productive bending times.

Bystronic Inc.

Booth No. C35069

BENDING & PRESS BRAKE

Amada America Inc.’s HG 2204 ATC press brake with
automatic tool changer ensures quick and precise
automated tool changes regardless of complexity. The
automated setup and repeatable accuracy enables
fabricators to better introduce rush jobs and increase the
amount of setups performed each day. The HG 1303 Rm
Robotic Bending System is demonstrating automated bending of large parts via live feed
from the company’s Illinois solution center. The HG series of servo hydraulic press brakes,
in combination with bending robots, ensures maximum productivity.

Amada America Inc.

Booth No. C29037

PRESS BRAKES

BH Series hybrid servo press brakes from MC Machinery Systems
Inc. offer a dual-drive system, allowing high-speed movement of
the ram at 200 mm per sec. with stable repeat stop accuracy. The
brakes feature the Videre option, which adds an intuitive operator
assistant feature displaying information in front of the operator
in an intuitive format. Other press brakes include the BB 4013
electric, Elite XL-135-30 hydraulic and Smart XL-135-30 hydraulic.

MC Machinery Systems Inc.

PRESS BRAKES

LVD Strippit’s ToolCell 135/30 automated
tool changing press brake features
integrated tooling storage housed within
the machine. Tools are automatically
placed in and out of the bending
zone, eliminating manual tooling
setup and adjustments. The DynaPress Plus 24/12 high-speed electric
press brake bends at speeds of 59 ipm,
producing more parts per hour at a
lower cost per part.

LVD Strippit
Booth No. C31079

HYDRAULIC PRESSES

Greenerd Press & Machine Co. Inc.’s hydraulic
presses are available in a variety of styles from
gap frame and straight side to die spotting and
forging presses. Capabilities range from 3 tons
to 40,000 tons and bed sizes exceed 240 in.
Customized hydraulic press solutions include a
50-ton capacity press for deep draw applications
with extensive recipe storage and diagnostic
capabilities. Customers are in the automotive,
aerospace, appliance and HVAC industries.

Greenerd Press & Machine Co. Inc.
Booth No. C39033

Booth No. C14072
October 2016
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PUNCHING & FORMING

With Mate Precision Tooling’s Ultra QCT quick-change punch press
tooling, the punch is keyed at the perimeter of the tool for angularity
control. The shoulder of the punch remains securely guided. Also, only
one punch driver is needed for rounds or shapes. CleanBend forming
technology for press brakes enables sheet metal forming with minimal
to no marking of the metal. It is for a range of applications, such as bending short flanges,
bending a flange to a diagonal sharp or across existing holes, and bending delicate or polished
materials. Using rotating supports, the process mimics a folding operation.

Mate Precision Tooling

Booth No. C39069

BANDSAWS

DoAll Sawing Products has 10 machines available for demonstrations. The
DS-315SA StructurAll semi-automatic, dual-miter bandsaw is for linear and
angular cutting. Miter angle cuts are possible up to 60 degrees left and
right. The Olympia TDC-400SA is a 16-in.-by-16-in. semi-automatic dualcolumn bandsaw for solid and standard tube and pipe. It is also classified
as a horizontal power specialty tube cutoff saw. The DC-1000CNC and
DC-1400CNC Hercules horizontal CNC bandsaws are automatic, hydraulically controlled
machines with multiple material feeds for vertical cuts up to 55 in.

DoAll Sawing Products

Booth C40085

PRESS BRAKE GUARDING

Lazer Safe’s Sentinel Plus guarding system provides protection and
performance for press brake retrofit applications. Through camera imaging
hardware and BendShield technology, the system automatically scans the
upper tool profile and envelops the tool tip with a protective field that has no
gaps. The system’s RapidBend Plus technology employs a high-speed muting
process, enabling the upper tool to travel at high speed until 2 mm above the
material surface, and it works with flat sheets and box profile parts.

Lazer Safe

Booth No. C23021

Lenox’s MetalMax cut-off wheels feature diamond technology
for extended durability in metalcutting applications compared
to thin bonded cut-off wheels. Because the product is made with
diamonds, it doesn’t get smaller; the cutting depth stays the
same throughout its life. The wheel is for multiple types of metal,
including steel, sheet metal, stainless steel, rebar, cast iron, aluminum and non-ferrous
metals. It is for use in the same power tools as bonded abrasive wheels at the same RPMs
and feed forces.

Lenox

SAWING

Booth No. C24046

BANDSAWS

SAWING

Cosen Saws USA’s AV2026NC is an automatic dual-mitering vertical tilt
frame bandsaw that features automatic angle positioning, adjustable
blade cant up to 5 degrees, inverter-controlled blade speed, integral
coolant system, versatile double miter cutting up to 60 degrees and
hydraulic blade tension controller. The CPC SmartSaw monitoring
system comes pre-installed on the G320 automatic horizontal column bandsaw. The cloudbased technology reveals sawing performance data in real time, and can monitor blade life
and predict blade breakage via the mobile app.

TigerStop LLC features the TigerSaw 2000, a fully automated push
feed saw station for cutting non-ferrous metals like aluminum.
Also available is the SawGear, a simple and intuitive automated
stop, which eliminates the need for a tape measure or setting
manual stops. Also, a Piranha P65 Ironworker with integrated
TigerStop that creates a fully automated punch is available.

TigerStop LLC

CUT-OFF SAWING

Booth No. C50085

Cosen Saws USA

Booth No. C24095
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HORIZONTAL BANDSAW

Behringer Saws Inc. highlights its HBE Dynamic Series horizontal
bandsaw. With automatic feed control, the saw has a servo-driven
precision downfeed control that automatically adjusts blade pressure
and an electrically powered ballscrew-driven material feed gripper.
Available in four models, the bandsaw has a cutting range from 10.2 in.
to 20.0 in. in diameter for round stock and from 11.8 in. by 10.2 in. up to 20.0 in. by 20.0 in. for flat
stock. Stroke length is 25.6 in. and blade speed ranges from 50 ft. per min. to 350 ft. per min.

Behringer Saws Inc.

Booth No. C44047

SAWS

Scotchman Industries Inc. features its fully automatic
CPO 315 RFA roller feed and CPO 315 HFA hitch feed CNC
cold saws. Other machines include the new GAA 500 90
CNC DT20 drill and tap machine, which also includes an
upcut saw; manual and semi-automatic machines, such as
the CPO 350 and the CPO 350 VS PKPD; SU 280 G bandsaw;
and SUP 500 with AngleMaster.

Scotchman Industries Inc.

LASER TUBE CUTTERS

BLM Group USA’s LC5 is a tube and
sheet laser machine that can be
equipped with a CO2 laser source with
4.5-kW power or a fiber laser source
with up to 5 kW of power. The LT-Free
is a 5-axis fiber laser for cutting 3-D
formed or shaped parts such as bent
tubes. The E-Turn 32 tube bender
can handle tube up to 1.18 in. in diameter. The 4-Runner tube bender and end-forming
machine can be configured as a dedicated tube bender.

BLM Group USA

Booth No. N6300

TUBE LASER
Booth No. C24047

CARBIDE SAWS

Hydmech unveil its six new carbide saws. The CNC carbide
cold saws were designed for medium to high production
runs with several safety features that allow one operator to
run several machines. The carbide saws come in different
sizes, including 65 mm, 80 mm, 100 mm, 125 mm, 150 mm
and 175 mm, all packaged with standard bar loaders, chip
removal and mist lubrication. The CSNC Carbide Cold Saw is built with off-the-shelf parts
easily found at local suppliers and supply houses for quick repairs.

Hydmech

TUBE & PIPE

Booth No. C33047

Mazak Optonics Corp.’s
VCL-T100 tube production
laser is for low- to mid-volume
tube components up to 4
in. round, 3 in. square and
standard lengths up to 12 ft.
(24 ft. optional). It also cuts
flat sheet up to 20 in. by 24 in.
and 1/4 in. thick. The machine
utilizes direct-diode laser
technology, which is the next
generation of solid-state laser, and offers good performance when cutting aluminum. It
includes a fiber delivery system and a generator that offers efficient operation.

Mazak Optonics Corp.

Booth No. C31068
October 2016
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TUBE & PIPE TOOLS

PIPE CUTTING

Esco Tool offers a range of pneumatic saws and machining tools
for preparing pipes for welding. The MillHog APS-438 saws,
available in standard and low-radial clearance, can cut tube and
pipe up to 60 in. OD and 4.75 in. thick. The MillHog Prepzilla is
for beveling 1.575-in. to 8.625-in. OD pipe. Hog Tie boiler tube
joint tools align new boiler tube ends with existing tubes in
preparation for creating welded tube joints.

Esco Tool

Bug-O Systems’ PCC-1 pipe coupon cutting machine is for cutting pipe
to a desired length or for beveling the edge of a pipe for weld prep. The
machine features a self-centering speed chuck capable of gripping 0-in.
to 8-in. OD pipe and 3-in. to 11-in. ID pipe. A racking group supports a
plasma or oxyfuel torch, which can be set up for square or beveled cuts
up to 12 in. long. The variable speed control can be adjusted from 1 rpm to 6 rpm.

Booth No. C22035

TUBE & PIPE CUTTING

WATERJET MACHINES

Booth No. N6125

Omax Corp. features the Omax 80X, equipped with Tilt-A-Jet
and Rotary Axis, along with the Maxiem1530 with an A-Jet.
Powered by Intelli-Max software, both machines tackle a
variety of real-world cutting challenges in a range of materials.
The 80X features the 100-hp EnduroMax pump that allows for
fast part processing with 60,000-psi continuous operation. The 1530’s A-Jet cuts beveled edges
at angles and positions to accuracies of ±0.09 degrees.

Omax Corp.

TUBE & PIPE MFG

Booth No. C27047

WATERJET SYSTEMS

Ohio Laser offers contract manufacturing capabilities with
a variety of machines. With the Trumpf Tube 7 pipe laser
machines, the company provides tube and pipe contract
cutting, offering 5/8-in. to 10-in. OD cutting configurations.
The company recently installed the Trumpf TruLaser Tube
5000 and 3030 4-kW fiber laser to maximize response time.
The company also added Arku’s FlatMaster 55 hydraulic
precision leveler for flattening of parts.

Ohio Laser

Booth No. N4329

WATERJET

HGG Profiling Equipment’s 3-D Tube Cutting Line (TCL)
combines a pipe and 3-D tube and pipe cutting machine
with an automated fabrication line with multiple
out-feed stations. HGG’s chuck-style machine design
keeps the torch in a fixed position while the TCL line
automatically moves material and finished parts, and at
different lengths, through designated out-feed stations,
from stock pipe to batches of ready-to-fit parts. The TCL
reduces welding and fitting part preparation time.

HGG Profiling Equipment

Bug-O Systems

Jet Edge Inc.’s Edge X-5 5-axis waterjet is capable of cutting
3-D parts such as impellers and bevels up to 50 degrees. The
Permalign V-Series Mini Hopper allows waterjet operators to
make adjustments to abrasive flow. The 100-hp, 75-kW X-Stream
xP90-100 waterjet intensifier pump supports 75-ksi continuous operating pressure. The Closed
Loop Water Filtration System filters and reuses waterjet cutting water and pump cooling water,
reducing water consumption as much as 90 percent and eliminating the need for a drain.

Booth No. C43023

Jet Edge Inc.

Booth No. C25085
October 2016
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WATERJET CUTTING

Techni Waterjet features the Quantum NXT electric servo
pump ESP66, which incorporates a servomotor directly
enveloping a high-load ballscrew. The ballscrew directly
houses the ceramic plungers, which reciprocate back
and forth to create the pumping action. The Advanced
Diagnostics package protects the pump against damage.
The TJ3000-X3 waterjet machine’s motion system provides positional accuracy of 0.0005 in.
and cutting speeds of up to 1,000 ipm. The PAC 60 5-axis cutting head for taper elimination
and 60-degree bevel cutting is also available.

Techni Waterjet

Booth No. C39085

WATERJET PARTS

Choice Waterjet Parts, a division of Jet Edge Inc., offers a range of
waterjet parts, including nozzles and orifices, UHP pump parts,
cutting heads, cutting head parts, on/off valve parts, HP seal kits and
swivels. The U.S.-made waterjet parts are for major brands of waterjet
cutting systems, including Flow, Omax, KMT, Bystronic and WSI.

Choice Waterjet Parts

Booth No. C25085

WELDING
FILLER METALS

Hobart showcases filler metal solutions for the fabrication
and manufacturing industries. Filler metals on display,
and those featured in live welding demonstrations on
equipment from Miller Electric, have been chosen for their
ability to address common welding challenges, while improving productivity, quality and
cost savings. Filler metal specialists are available to answer filler metal and process-related
questions and to provide product recommendations.

Hobart

MIG & TIG WELDING

ESAB Welding & Cutting Products offers live arc demonstrations
of its Rebel welders. Also, it will unveil the ET 141i AC/DC, a 120-V
inverter that provides an AC TIG output for welding aluminum and
high-frequency, non-contact arc starts for AC or DC TIG welding. For
welding thicker materials and full control over TIG and stick welding
performance, the ET 186i AC/DC TIG/stick and the ET 201i DC TIG/stick welding systems are
available.

ESAB Welding & Cutting Products

WATERJET PUMPS

KMT Waterjet Systems Inc. introduces Streamline PROIII series waterjet pumps. The 125-hp and 60-hp pumps
are available for delivery with operating pressure of
90,000 psi. They accommodate a range of applications,
including 5-axis 3-D cutting. Improvements include a
new metal-to-metal seal design and Supralife metal
canister for protecting UHP seals. Uptime performance
and productivity are increased with predictable maintenance schedules.

KMT Waterjet Systems Inc.

Booth No. C25103

Booth No. N3729

Booth No. N4529

STICK/TIG WELDING

Fronius USA LLC offers stick and TIG welding in its TransPocket
180 compact, single-phase welder. The digital resonance
concept provides faster and more precise control over the
welding current. This technology is paired with a durable
housing and easy-to-use interface to create the machine. The
lightweight and portable welder offers good ignition, less spatter and a highly stable arc
and can weld with all electrodes up 4 mm on a single-phase power supply.

Fronius USA LLC

Booth No. N3904
October 2016
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WELDING EQUIPMENT

Miller Electric Mfg. Co. showcases the ArcReach stick/TIG
remote, which allows welding operators to change stick/
TIG weld settings at the weld joint; the Big Blue 600 Air Pak
welder/generator, a 600-amp machine with an EPA Tier 4
Final–compliant Deutz engine rated at 65.7 hp for applications
including rail, mining, construction and fabrication; and
the Multimatic 215 multiprocess welder, which provides
multiprocess capabilities for MIG, flux-cored, DC TIG and DC stick welding, and can weld up
to 3/8-in.-thick mild steel in a single pass.

Miller Electric Mfg. Co.

Booth No. N3329 and N3733

FILLET WELDER

Bug-O Systems’ Fillet Welder is a battery-operated version of the KBUG1200. Built-in features include programmable seam and stick welding,
digital meter, gear driven and wheels that exceed a 450-degree rating. The
power comes from an 18-V battery that can exceed the work time of two
shifts. The KBUG-1200 carries the global TUV rating and is available in a
240-V model for the international markets.

Bug-O Systems

Booth No. N4329

MIG GUNS

At this booth, Bernard features semi-automatic MIG guns and
consumables, while Tregaskiss showcases its robotic MIG guns,
peripherals and consumables. Select products are featured on Miller
power sources and robotic welding equipment for static and live
demonstrations. New products include the Tough Gun TT3E reamer
enhanced with digital Ethernet communications to simplify integration
into a digital controls infrastructure and the Tough Gun reamer stand
designed for Tough Gun TT3 and Tough Gun TT3E reamer robotic
nozzle cleaning stations.

Bernard

Tregaskiss

Booth No. N3733

WELDING ROBOT

ABB Robotics introduces IRB 1660ID, a compact robot for arc welding and
machine tending applications. Its Integrated DressPack design makes it
easier to program and simulate predictable cable movements. The robot
features an upper arm with a reach of 1.55 m and a payload of 6 kg. It is able
to accommodate heavier weld torches and provides improved wire feeding
control near the arc. This, combined with TrueMove technology and the
new motion process Accuracy Mode, provides 0.05-mm path repeatability.

ABB Robotics

Booth No. N3918

ROBOTIC JOINING

Coldwater Machine Co.’s SpotMeld robotic joining system with
automated tool change capability enables the joining of aluminum,
magnesium, and non-ferrous and dissimilar sheet materials.
The system can be mounted on an industrial robot or retrofit for
replacement of existing processes such as resistance spot welding,
laser welding and riveting. The system is based on refill friction stir
spot welding (RFSSW) technology, which uses rotational friction to heat the materials along with
pressure to forge together the parts using wear-resistant tooling to join two or more surfaces.

Coldwater Machine Co.

Booth No. C20024

WELDER & CONVERTER

Dengensha America introduces its Flexwave capacitive discharge
welder and corresponding flexible Flexwave Waveform
technology, combining the capabilities of a capacitive discharge
welder and a 15,000-Hz bipolar medium frequency converter.
Flexwave technology provides DC configuration of weld current
values, which makes it easy to set parameters. The technology also
provides users of single-phase AC welders the option of replacing
their existing controller unit with a Flexwave welder controller,
which enables them to use it as a Flexwave welder, as well.

Dengensha America

Booth No. N5922
October 2016
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ARC WELDING WORKCELL

TUNGSTEN GRINDER

The Piranha III tungsten grinder from Diamond Ground Products
now features a sliding dust shield for dust containment,
integrated receptacle area for handling electrodes, recessed
handle, on/off switch with LED light for improved display
and lightened chassis for reduced weight. The grinder
accommodates tungsten electrode diameters of 0.040 in., 1/16
in., 3/32 in., 1/8 in., 5/32 in. and 3/16 in. Included angle range is from 10 degrees to 60
degrees. Tungsten as short as 1 3/4 in. can be sharpened.

Diamond Ground Products

Booth No. N5904

OSCILLATOR

Gullco International Ltd.’s portable OSC-PR-12 heavy-duty
remote control oscillator provides automation of welding
applications. Mounted on a Kat travel carriage, the
oscillator imparts pendulum, tangential or step motion
to the welding gun with adjustable stroke widths, speeds
and dwell times. Also, a range of weld patterns can be
produced. The unit minimizes weld defects such as poor penetration, incomplete fusion,
overlap and undercut. Up to 10 weld programs can be produced and stored.

Gullco International Ltd

Booth No. N5020

Yaskawa Motoman’s ArcWorld C-30 workcell features one station with
a welding table suitable for customized part fixtures. The workcell
has a 6-axis MA1440 arc welding robot, DX200 controller with menudriven arc welding application software, integrated welding package,
operator station, pneumatic powered slide-up doors for improved
ergonomics and a safety environment that complies with U.S. and
Canadian safety standards. The optional Kinetiq Teaching, a direct
teaching option for enhanced intuition and reduced programming
time, is available.

Yaskawa Motoman

STUD WELDING

Nelson Stud Welding introduces Pinnacle NCD+ 500b,
a cordless battery-powered stud welder that delivers
thousands of welds on a single battery charge. The 18lb. machine has a high-capacity rechargeable lithium
ion battery, 31 ft. of welding cable for a large diameter
welding area, microprocessor controlled safety and
diagnostic functions. It features the company’s graphical gun display and is compatible
with its other products and accessories.

Nelson Stud Welding

TIG WELDING

CK Worldwide Inc.’s MT200-AC/DC TIG welding system
features two dynamic modes for TIG and stick welding.
Delivering arc strikes as low as 5 amps makes it suitable
for thin material, while also maintaining the same power
and performance characteristics of larger welding
machines. The system includes the MT200-AC/DC, CK17 Flex-Head torch with Super-Flex cable and Dinse
connector, AK-3 accessory kit, foot pedal amperage control, ground clamp, single-flow
regulator, and 220-V to 115-V power adapter.

CK Worldwide Inc.

Booth No. N4520

Booth No. N2718

Booth No. N5911

FUME EXTRACTOR

RoboVent’s Extractor integrates a welding gun with
a source extraction system to capture fumes as soon
as they are generated. The gun has a conical suction
head, welding tip and gas outlet for the shielding gas to
promote good visibility and reachability of the workpiece.
A ball-and-socket joint between the torch and hoses
improves maneuverability. The gun is paired with the FlexPro Hi-Vac filtration system to
collect and filter fumes. The gun is for welding processes that employ shielding gases.

RoboVent

Booth No. N5517
October 2016
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SOFTWARE

SADDLE MACHINES

Mathey Dearman’s CNC saddle machines provide
field welders with CNC accuracy and flexibility in a
step-by-step logical format. Welders use a computer
interface and on-screen selection guide to create
a variety of straight cuts, miters, saddles, holes and
special shapes. Models are available to handle pipe
sizes from 1 1/2 in. to 12 in., cutting with oxyfuel or plasma machine torches. The machines
require a 115-V or 230-V electrical connection, which means they can be powered by a
welding machine. The unit’s compact size is good for tight field locations.

Mathey Dearman

Booth No. N3304

Shop Floor Automations Inc. (SFA) Predator
Software updates are specific solutions for
machine monitoring, DNC communication, CNC
program editing, document control and tool
management. Predator Touch HMI provides
operators with an easier way to interact with
management and the Predator Software line.
Custom color-coding options, setting up
specific layouts and prompts, and launching of
third-party applications can be integrated. The
software provides simplified data collection to
see why a machine is down, and the info can be
accessed via tablet, PC or the CNC.

Shop Floor Automations Inc.

MANUFACTURING SOFTWARE
MANUFACTURING SOFTWARE

Smartware Group Inc.’s Bigfoot mobile app for iOS and
Android devices allows users to access core CMMS
functionality through their smartphones and tablets.
Through an intuitive interface, users can seamlessly
navigate parts, work orders and assets using the app’s
QR code or swipe gesture functionality. The built-in
camera integration provides the ability to upload and
associate images to assets, work orders and parts. Also,
Bigfoot CMMS Enterprise/Enterprise+ 1.7 is the newest
version of the CMMS cloud-based asset and equipment
management software.

Smartware Group Inc.

Booth No. C21100

Booth No. C13109

ERP SOFTWARE

Epicor Software Corp.’s Epicor for
Fabricated Metals is a global enterprise
resource planning software solution for
manufacturers and distributers that offer
fabricated metal products to a variety of
industries, including industrial machinery,
automotive, and aerospace and defense.
From marketing and sales through
production and planning, sourcing,
procurement, customer service and
finance, the software offers flexibility in
deployment as modules can be purchased
and “turned on” during appropriate phases
of implementation.

Epicor Software Corp.

Booth No. C16046
October 2016
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Dear Readers:
Celebrating
Tubes and Pipes
At a recent family reunion, I described
my excitement over Techgen Media
Group’s newest publication, Tube and Pipe
Magazine. Whether my in-laws wanted to
hear it or not, I made a case that tubes and
pipes play an everyday role in all of our
lives: the car that brought us to the park
and the rolling ice coolers that we brought
full of food – not to mention the pipelines
that delivered the gas for the car and the
heat exchange tubes that helped freeze the
ice in the coolers. Even the picnic tables
on which we ate and the canopies that
provided shade utilized tubes.
One in-law picked up his plastic water
bottle and said, “how about this?”
Well, first, TPM doesn’t cover plastic
manufacturing – we are a metalworking
book, after all – but, still, the answer was
easy. Most of the plastic in the camp area
was extruded or injection molded, and
metal tubes play roles in those processes.
Okay, perhaps that’s a stretch, but you get
the gist. Tubes and pipes play a pivotal role
in many aspects of everyday life.

In this, the inaugural issue of TPM, we
begin showcasing the breadth of the tube
and pipe industry, from their vast usages
to the equipment and processes that go
into their manufacture. In our story on
cutting on page 8, for example, we look
at a myriad of methods to cut tubes and
pipes. By no means is this an exhaustive
list, either in terms of technology types
or the companies that sell them. It is just
a sampling. The same can be said for
the inspection story on page 21. Sorry
penetrant suppliers, stationary CMM folks,
portable chop saw makers, and the rest of
you, there was only so much space. We’ll
try to include you in the next issue.
Luckily, the issue you are reading – along
with a potential 280,000 others – won’t
be the last. Two issues are already
scheduled for 2017 – running in the
May and September issues of FAB Shop
Magazine Direct, Shop Floor Lasers and
Welding Productivity.
So stayed tuned. At next year’s family
picnic, I’ll have even more tube and pipe
examples, no matter what product a
relative points to.

Larry Adams
senior editor

ladams@techgenmedia.com
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by Larry Adams, senior editor

TUBE OR PIPE:
IN PLAIN ENGLISH
Understanding the differences between
these two similar components

T

he terms tube and pipe are
often used interchangeably.
And, according to the
specialists at Commerce
Metals, even experts working in
related industries don’t actually know
the difference. After all, as the Dover,
Minn.-based company explains, “How
different can hollow cylinders get?
And, who really cares enough to go
and look?”
Well I looked, and after running
through a multitude of explanations
across the internet universe, I found
that Commerce Metals explained
it best and in plain English. Let’s
hope that the following information,
culled from its website, clears the
interchangeability confusion.

Tube
Tube is generally used for structural
purposes and the outside diameter
is an important and exact number.
Tube size is specified by the OD
and the wall thickness (WT); and
the measured OD and stated OD

are generally within close tolerances
of each other. Tube is usually more
expensive than pipe due to tighter
manufacturing tolerances.
Interestingly, while the stated and
measured ODs of tube are almost
exact most of the time, copper tube
generally has a measured OD that
is 1/8 in. larger than the stated OD.
As such, maybe it should be called
copper pipe. However, stainless steel,
aluminum and steel tube all have
measured and stated ODs that are
exact or very close.

Pipe
Pipe is categorized as a tubular vessel
used in pipeline and piping systems
and commonly transports gases or
fluids. Pipe is specified by Nominal
Pipe Size (NPS) and Schedule (wall
thickness). NPS is a size standard
established by the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) and should
not be confused with the various
thread standards such as NPT (National
Pipe Tapered Thread) and NPSC
(National Pipe Straight Coupling).

The manufacturing of NPS’ from 1/8
in. to 12 in. is based on a standardized
nominal OD that is different from the
measured OD. NPS pipe that is 14
in. and up has a measured OD that
corresponds to the nominal size.
The reason many people, including
plumbers and engineers, mistakenly
believe NPS refers to the inner
diameter on smaller pipe is because
of how the standard was originally
defined. The standardized OD was
originally defined so that a pipe with
a standardized OD and WT typical of
the time period would have a pipe ID
that was approximately equal to the
nominal size of the pipe. For example,
3-in. Schedule 40 NPS pipe has an OD
and WT that roughly gives it an ID of 3
in. Regardless of the WT, the nominal
OD of a pipe will not change.

COMMERCE METALS

October 2016
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CUTTING CORNUCOPIA
by Larry Adams, senior editor
Structural shapes present cutting challenges,
no matter the cutting medium

C

utting tubes and pipes
presents many challenges to
fabricators such as backstrike,
heat damage and material
distortion – and that’s not to mention
the challenges of cutting a 3-D product
in a 2-D world. It seems that the nature
of cutting structural tubes, no matter
the method, can present difficulties
that are not seen in the flat sheet metal
world of fabrication.

one industry. There are many, many
others that are utilizing tubes in greater
numbers.”

In recent years, suppliers of tube cutting
equipment have seen increased demand
for cut-to-size and finished tubes and
pipes across a broad range of industries.

In the past, cutting a tube was a manual
affair. Chalk was often used to note
end cuts and to mark needed cutouts.
Hand torches would remove material,
and then grinding operations would
prep the piece so that other pipes and
components could be welded to it.
Hopefully, nothing went wrong during
each step.

“People are realizing that there are a lot
of advantages to building structures
with tubes as opposed to using heavier
metals,” says Dave Gilmore, senior
applications engineer for Trumpf Inc.
“The automotive industry, for instance,
is using more tubes because they are
lightweight and strong. That’s just

As demand grew, Trumpf and other
equipment suppliers released new
products to help fabricators produce
greater volumes of tubes. Equally
important, these new features helped
improve quality and reduce waste.

A manual affair

Today, there are many methods of
cutting tubes and pipes, including
bandsaws, cut-off saws, laser

A BLM Group laser cutting machine finishes a complex
tubular part.
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Software can best
calculate cutting patterns
to achieve bevels and
other precision shape
cutting and reduce error.

Part programming makes cutting parts easy and takes the layout out of the hands of
the machine operator.

cutters, even waterjet machining.
These machines can handle longer,
heavier feed stock and can do ever
more complicated cuts for pre-cut
components.
These new machines feature advanced
clamping and material handling
equipment as well as cameras,
sensors and software that more
accurately position tubes and cutting
heads for processing. Cutting heads
have multiple axes and freedom of
movement to make cuts throughout
the tube. Laser machines combine
traditional cutting, drilling, punching
and milling operations, which are
normally carried out in sequence, on a
single machine. One unit, the LC5 from
the BLM Group USA, combines tube
and flat sheet production in one device.
These advancements have led to
reduced setup times and material
handling. They’ve also led to less
“work in progress” inventory and the
associated storage space, suppliers
say. However, whether working with
24-ft.-long tube stock or cut-to-size
components, fabricators still face
challenges cutting tubes and pipes.

Beat the heat
One of the most challenging aspects
of cutting tubes is backstrike when the
laser cuts through the top of the piece
and strikes the underside of the tube.
Or, when energy from the laser builds
up inside and damages the component.
Mauro Corno, vice president technical
service and national product manager
laser for BLM, points to these issues as
the problems he has most often seen.
To solve these issues, the company
utilizes sophisticated software, sensors
and a knowledge base that has been
built up over the last 25 years to better
understand the cutting process.
“Using a combination of parameters
in our database, we take into account
all the variables related to the tube to
create a program that will overcome
those situations,” Corno says, adding
that this can be a simple matter of
computing material type and its
thickness to determine when to stop
the cutting operation as it pierces the
material before any damage is done.
A similar scenario is found when using
waterjet technology for cutting.
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Although waterjets can offer benefits
such as no heat-affected zones, David
Arthur, Southeast regional sales
manager for Jet Edge Inc., says, “The
biggest challenge in cutting tubes and
pipes with waterjet is that the jet not
only penetrates one wall of the pipe or
tube, but cuts through, or attempts to
cut through, the opposite wall, as well.”
He added that components with larger
diameters are not as affected because
the water stream has “less energy”

custOm pipe & tube bending - rOLLing
services
• Mandrel Bending up to 6” O.D. | Freeform Tube Bending
• Rolling Capabilities up to 4-1/2” O.D.
• Experience Bending Stainless Steel, Steel, Aluminum, & More
• Prototypes to High Volume Production

when it reaches that opposite wall.
To be completely successful cutting
tubes and pipes with a waterjet, Arthur
recommends that sacrificial material
be inserted in the inner diameter to
take the brunt of the water stream.
For pipe stock that comes in long
lengths, Kurt Plechaty, vice president
of DoAll Sawing Products, sees his
customers cutting longer sections
so they need longer indexing
capability. The company’s saws

tube FabricatiOn & end-FOrming services
• End-Forming up to 7” O.D.: Beading, Expanding, Reducing,
Flaring, & Swaging
• Fabrication: Welding, Notching, Punching, Coping, & Drilling

Fiber Optic tube Laser cutting services
• Cutting Capacity: Round up to 6” O.D. - Square up to 4”
• Steel, & Stainless Steel, Aluminum, Copper, Brass, Bronze, &
Galvanized Pipe

SHORT LEAD TIMES!
CALL TODAY FOR YOUR PART QUTOE!

feature expandable indexing to meet
customer’s length requirements. The
index starts at 2 m and extends to
6 m, which he says provides flexibility
for the requirements of cutting tubes
versus traditional metalcutting.

Cutting 3-D components
Another aspect of cutting these
products, which the flat sheet metal
world doesn’t concern itself with, is
something that is endemic to tube and
pipe – its shape.
“Tubing, like any 3-D structural shape,
is not necessarily perfectly straight.
It is not a perfect ball or shape,” says
Rick Jackson, tube laser product
sales manager, North America, LVD
Strippit. “When you’re cutting tubing,
you have to take into consideration
whether or not the tube is straight. Is it
a parallelogram or square? Did it bow
when it was moved? Trying to hit a
hole in the center of a bowed piece of
tubing is very difficult.”
One method to control these variances
is to understand the position of the
tube in relation to the cutting head
and make sure that the part is held
securely. Trumpf’s Gilmore agrees.

“Material is
very flexible.
Every time you
move it, the tube
bounces and
that movement
can compromise
tolerance.”
Mauro Corno, vice president technical
service and national product
manager laser, BLM Group USA

“Clamping techniques that each
manufacturer uses are unique to
their machines,” he says. “The design
of ours is such that we basically use
two chucks to deliver the tube [to the
cutting head], support it and reference
the tube to the cutting area.”
For instance, Trumpf’s rollers on which
a rectangular or square tube rides
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LVD Strippit’s
laser cutter
produces cuts in a
rectangular tube.

Watch as a 275-mm-outer diameter, 175-mm-inner diameter Inconel-lined iron pipe with a 50mm wall thickness is cut at 55,000 psi with 1.5 lbs. per min. of abrasive.

references the tube to the cutting
head through eight points of
contact, providing for accurate
positioning. Finding the tube’s
exact position at any one time,
however, can be a constant battle.
“Tube material is often very
flexible,” explains BLM’s Corno.
“Every time you move it, the tube
bounces and that movement can
compromise tolerances.”

A complex part
cut in 360 degrees
round using a laser
cutter from Trumpf.

BLM’s laser tube devices are NC
systems with positioning repeatability
in the range of 0.05 and 0.03 mm.
But, working with moving material,
precision levels suffer.
“The precision of the process is related
to being able to map the real shape
and dimension of the tube using
instruments and software,” he says.
“This allows us to place them
with precision.”

This graphic from Jet Edge shows
where material will be cut out of a
pipe, and a sweepolet, or pipe branch
connection, can be inserted and
welded in place.
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One feature to which Corno refers
is BLM ActiveScan feature. “It takes
a picture of the tube and it knows
exactly where the tube is,” he says.
DoAll’s automatic NC saws, including
six new dual-column, specialty tube
and pipe bandsaws for vertical cuts
and cutting profiles up to 1,400 mm
in diameter, use hydraulic positioning
with digital feedback for part position
accuracy. In addition, DoAll tube saws
utilize an aggressive cant angle that is
efficient when cutting square tubing.
The canted blade provides a more
consistent band load through the
entire cut, says Plechaty.
For its part, HGG Profiling Equipment
has introduced several machines,
including the SPC 3000 model that
offers many of these positioning
features. It clamps and rotates pipes
up to 3,000 mm in diameter in a chuck
during cutting. It features an autofocus
robot and performs 3-D cutting
routines using plasma or oxyfuel
cutting processes. It is equipped with
adjustable hydraulic pipe supports to
raise and level the pipe at the correct
height location, says John Tutino,

regional sales manager of the Americas
for HGG.

Calculated software
Cutting software has been developed
to calculate cutting patterns to achieve
bevels and other precision shape
cutting. Part programming makes
3-D tube cutting as easy as making
straight pipe cuts with beveled ends,
says Tutino.
Manually cutting pipes can present
many challenges, of which accuracy
might be the biggest. Tutino adds that
each manual step has the possibility
of adding error. For instance, pipes
that will be connected to each other
require a bevel cut that needs to be
consistent all the way around to ensure
a perfect weld fit-up.
“If the pipe is not properly cut, the
customer will need to add more time
for grinding and welding and will need
to increase the welding volume to
make up the difference,” Tutino says.
“That could lead to problems such as
a crack in the weld seam that is seen
in an X-ray and forces the company to
perform the welding process again.”
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“Industry is realizing that
there’s a lot of advantages
to building structures with
tubes as opposed to using
heavier metals.”
Dave Gilmore, senior applications engineer,
Trumpf Inc.

Tutino relates a story about Exterran, a
Houston-based fabricator of pressure
vessels for the oil and gas industry.
Prior to purchasing HGG equipment,
the company performed manual
cutting. Layout lines were drawn
in chalk by hand, shells were cut
manually and then ground to fit. The
entire process took about four hours to
make each vessel. The process required
as many as 10 people to do the job.
Since incorporating the HGG SPC1200 RB, a chuck-type stationary pipe
cutting machine combined with an
automated roller bed, pressure vessel
production has improved from 257
to 368 vessels a week, a 43 percent
increase. Only two to three people
are now required to do the job, while
virtually eliminating human error, he
says.

DoAll Sawing
Products is
launching 19
new bandsaws,
including six
geared specifically
for tube cutting.

“With the automated machine, you
download a program and the cutting
equipment moves the cutting head
to a specific location on the pipe or
the pipe might rotate to the most
appropriate spot,” Tutino says. “For
example, if the job calls for a hole with
a 33 degree bevel in a specific location

on the vessel that is exactly what
the machine will do. Now, we have
eliminated layout time as well as the
manual time for cutting and grinding
and, therefore, improved accuracy.
Those are the benefits of having an
automated pipe cutting machine.”

BLM GROUP USA

DOALL SAWING PRODUCTS

HGG GROUP

JET EDGE INC.

LVD STRIPPIT

TRUMPF INC.
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ENERGY
RECOVERY

by Larry Adams, senior editor

Pipes and related components for the critical oil and gas
industry are primed for strong growth

T

he oil and gas industry has
been struggling in recent
years as prices at the pump
and per barrel have been
depressed, profits have dropped, and
jobs have disappeared.
But this industry, deemed a critical
one by the Department of Homeland
Security, might be on the verge of a
comeback as news reports trumpet its
revival and industry analysts tout pent
up demand – and not just for oil and
gas products, but also for the pipes and
other fabricated piping components
that are used by energy producers.
While not all new pipeline projects
have gotten the go ahead – especially
in the United States – new pipelines
are being built around the globe.
During pipeline construction, these
pipes must be cut and welded, coated
for corrosion protection, and tested
and inspected for product integrity,
among other processes.

These piping systems are the “arteries
and veins of our modern civilization,”
according to Mohinder L Nayyar, an
engineer with Bechtel Power Corp.,
and author of the Piping Handbook,
Edition 7. “These pipelines carry
crude oil from oil wells to tank
farms for storage or to refineries for
processing,” he wrote. “The natural
gas transportation and distribution
lines convey natural gas from the
source and storage tank to points
of utilization, such as power plants,
industrial facilities, and commercial
and residential communities.”

The global demand for oil and gas
pipe is expected to increase 5
percent per year, reaching more
than 50 million tons in 2017.

These two examples are just the tip
of an energy transportation network
that in the United States alone consists
of more than 2.5 million miles of
pipelines spread throughout 50 states.
These pipelines are operated by
approximately 3,000 companies, large
and small, according to the Pipeline
and Hazardous Materials Safety
Administration.
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Expecting growth
The oil and gas industry, and
those that supply it, should expect
production to start growing if analyst
prognostications hold true. The
Freedonia Group, for instance, reports
that global demand for oil and gas
pipe is expected to increase 5 percent
per year, reaching more than 50
million tons in 2017. The construction
of energy infrastructure will escalate
pipe demand because pipelines will
be developed to deliver natural gas
to market. Demand for tubes and
pipes used by the petroleum industry,
referred to as oil country tubular goods
(OCTG), will outpace growth in number
of drilling rigs through the forecast
period.
Another area of growth are the new
drilling techniques themselves, such as
high-pressure drilling and horizontal
drilling, that require the use of more
pipe than traditional onshore wells.
These techniques may also change
pipe construction. Higher pressure
drilling techniques will increase the
tonnage of OCTG pipe because wall
thicknesses need to be increased.
Another possibility, raised by Gioia

Transcanada
Corp.’s Keystone
pipeline prior
to welding and
burying.

Falcone, head of the Oil and Gas
Engineering Center at Cranfield
University in the United Kingdom, in
Petro Industry News, is that the drilling
and piping of fossil fuels will work
hand in hand with green energy plans,
such as capturing geothermal energy.
Oil and gas pipe demand in North
America will also benefit from the
development of shale plays, especially
in areas that have not, until recently,
been major energy producers. This
might include the Baaken field in
North Dakota. Pipe demand in the

region will benefit from the additional
infrastructure built to transport oil and
natural gas from the well site.
Pipe manufacturers may also benefit
from the more than 700 miles of new
pipelines in Texas that are being built
to ship more of the state’s natural gas
to Mexico. Exports of gas to Mexico
are expected to grow dramatically by
the end of the decade, rising from an
average of 2.1 billion cubic ft. a day
to 3.4 billion cubic ft. a day by the
end of 2020, according to a July 2016
Bloomberg report.

Mexican oil and gas giant Pemex,
in a press release detailing a new
pipeline infrastructure project, stated
that existing natural gas availability
is expected to fall short of demand
from a growing population and
industrialization. Pemex estimates
demand for natural gas will grow 3.6
percent per year from 2012 to 2028,
with total imports increasing to 3
billion cubic ft. a day.
Also under construction is the $2.3
billion Los Ramones pipeline system,
one of the largest infrastructure
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project investments in Mexico’s history,
that will extend from Texas to central
Mexico, and have the capacity to
transport 2.1 billion cubic ft. a day of
natural gas to Mexico.
In addition, a subsidiary of Howard
Midstream Energy Partners is planning
a 287-mile refined products pipeline
from southern Texas to northern
Mexico. The company, Dos Águilas
LLC, plans to construct the proposed
Dos Águilas project, an open access
system of refined product terminals
and pipelines spanning from Corpus
Christi, Texas, to northern Mexico.

North of the border

TransCanada Corp.’s natural gas pipeline
construction in Stittsville, Canada.

In Canada, the need for additional
pipelines appears to be greater.
Forecasted growth in Canadian oil
production shows that oil pipelines are
urgently needed to deliver the product
to domestic and world markets,
according to the 2016 Crude Oil
Forecast, Markets and Transportation
report released in June by the
Canadian Association of Petroleum
Producers. The report states that more
than 850,000 additional barrels per
day (bpd) of oil sands supply will be

available by 2021, but Canada doesn’t
have enough pipeline capacity to
handle such output.
“Canada’s energy future relies on our
ability to get Canadian oil and gas
to the people who need it,” said Tim
McMillan, CAPP president and CEO.
“Connecting Canadian supply to new
and growing markets abroad, safely
and competitively, is a top priority.”
Canada’s pipeline network has
capacity to move about 4 million
bpd, which closely matched the 2015

average supply of 3.981 million bpd.
Between 2021 and 2030, supply from
Canada’s oil sands is forecast to grow
further, more than 700,000 bpd,
requiring additional transportation
infrastructure. This means Canada’s
oil supply will soon exceed its current
pipeline capacity.
“The need to build new energy
infrastructure within Canada is clearly
urgent,” McMillan said.
In a separate study by ICF International,
the United States and Canada will

The energy transportation
network in the United States
consists of more than 2.5
million miles of pipelines
throughout 50 states. That’s
enough to circle the earth
about 100 times.
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require an average investment of
about $26 billion per year, or $546
billion total, over the 21-year period
from 2015 to 2035 on midstream
natural gas, crude oil and natural gas
liquids midstream infrastructure.

Equipment solutions
As oil fields come online and demand
increases, equipment suppliers may
also benefit. For instance, Hypertherm
Inc. tested a prototype of its
FreedomPPA plasma arc cutting unit at
the Seaway 2 pipeline that will stretch
hundreds of miles from the largest oil
storage facility in the world, just north
of Cushing, Okla., to the Gulf of Mexico.
Like the original Seaway line, the
Seaway 2 pipes are 30 in. in diameter
with walls up to 3/4 in. thick. The
pipe is heavy as a result of the use of
high-strength carbon steel designed
to resist corrosion and provide long
service life.
The portable unit contains a 28-kW,
240-V generator along with a built-in
air compressor and Powermax85 air
plasma unit capable of cutting 1-in.thick metal at 20 ipm. On the Seaway 2,

the unit will be used to perform a
number of tasks, beginning with
welder testing and pipe fabrication
at the yard, before moving on to the
line itself where the crew will use it to
cut pipe to size and gouge out welds
needing repair. Prior to the arrival of
the unit, crew members would have
had to use three different processes to
do that work: oxyfuel, air carbon arc
gouging and grinding.
As a result of the testing, the
equipment supplier, Hypertherm,
increased the generator size to 38
kW and coupled it with a 125-amp
Powermax versus the 85-amp unit
used on the Seaway 2. The changes
to what is now called the called the
Freedom 38 PPA means workers will
have the ability to cut slightly thicker
than 1-in.-walled pipe.
In another example, Lincoln
Electric supplied new tack-welding
technology, its Power Wave AC/DC
1000 SD, to United Spiral Pipe LLC, a
manufacturer of pipes for the oil and
gas market. According to the company,
tack welding is a common bottleneck
in longitudinal and spiral pipe mill
production all over the world.

The Lincoln Electric Co. has played a pivotal role in the
pipeline industry since it introduced the Lincoln Arc Welder
in 1911. The arc welder was the world’s first variable
voltage, single-operator portable welder.

Piping at a compressor
station, part of the
Foothills Pipeline
System in western
Canada that runs
771 miles and carries
natural gas from
central Alberta to the
United States.
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At United Spiral Pipe, fabrication crews
produce high-quality, large-diameter,
helical-submerged arc welded (SAWH)
spiral pipes for the oil and gas industry.
The pipe mill uses an advanced
automated two-step welding process
that is capable of producing 300,000
net tons of pipe per year. The OD
ranges from 24 to 64 in., using A252through X80-grade steel with wall
thickness from 1/4 to 1 in. The process
consists of one forming and three
welding lines.

A new prototype plasma arc cutting system was tested by workers engaged in developing
the Seaway 2 pipeline project that will transport gas from Oklahoma to the Gulf of Mexico.

Two-step spiral SAWH pipe fabrication
begins with forming, tack welding and
cutting. Hot-band coils unwind on a
mandrel and feed into an edge miller
that cuts and prepares strip edges for
the tack welding process. The feed
angle depends on strip width and
final outside diameter. From there,
the pipe is formed into the proper
diameter and tack welded via a largewire MIG process and cut in lengths
from 40 to 80 ft. A second step of the
welding process sends the tack-welded
pipe into one of three final welding
stations. Here, the pipe’s tack-welded
seam is rewelded using SAWH to fully
meet API 5L standards and customer
requirements.

The oil and gas
industry, and its
suppliers, will
enjoy growth,
and a need
for workers.

Equipment improvements such as
these may be especially important
if pipe manufacturers and drilling
services struggle to find workers to
produce piping systems, and as oil and
gas companies push exploration to
meet the expected coming demand.

HYPERTHERM INC.

THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC CO.
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DETECTING DEFECTS
by Larry Adams, senior editor

Finding flaws and imperfections in a tube or pipe is made easier using new inspection technologies

“This inspection system is designed
to detect flaws on tubes while

A

defect in a tube or pipe may
not be the easiest to find. It
might be hidden in the dark
internal passageway of a
tube. A weld might have a microscopic
crack, the seam may not have been
aligned properly, or the bead height
from side to side may be mismatched.
While the potential problems are broad
and the nondestructive techniques
for discovering them vast and varied,
rooting out these problems might
come down to “seeing” them whether
that means literally visualizing them,
having their surfaces mapped out
in a 3-D view, or tracking the peaks
and valleys of signals bouncing on a
computer screen.
TPM looks at three companies with
technologies that shed a spotlight

on these problems. Some of the
technologies work in small diameter
tubes with applications including
the medical device and fuel injection
industries. Other equipment helps
welders keep their torch and seam in
alignment or use automated processes
to find even small defects on large
pipes.

Large pipe inspection
Olympus Corp. offers a variety of
inspection technology, including an
inline system that uses phased-array
technology to inspect the weld seam and
the heat-affected zone (HAZ) of electrical
resistance welded (ERW) tubes.

measuring wall thickness.”
Francois Laflamme, sales manager, Olympus
NDT Canada, a subsidiary of Olympus Corp.

The gantry aligns
the tube with the
Olympus phasedarray ERW pipe
inspection system.

The Olympus mechanical solution for
ERW pipe inspection is based on a
small, automated, gantry-type bridge
that positions the inspection head
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inline or offline when performing
inspections, automatic calibrations
or maintenance operations. The head
rotation capability allows each probe
independent movement from -120 to
+120 degrees for weld tracking.
The ERW system utilizes phasedarray technology, which is a linear
electronic scan performed by moving
the acoustic beam along the axis of
the array without any mechanical
movement. The beam movement is
performed by time multiplexing the
active elements. Time multiplexing is
the act of transmitting and receiving
independent signals over a common
signal path by means of synchronized
switches at each end of the
transmission line so that each signal
appears on the line only a fraction
of time in an alternating pattern.
According to François Laflamme,
a sales manager at Olympus NDT
Canada Inc., a subsidiary of Olympus
Corp., the phased-array technology
uses curved phased-array probes
oriented perpendicular to the tube
axis. It inspects the weld area by

scanning it while the tube is moving
under the probes.
“This inspection system is designed to
detect flaws on tubes while measuring
wall thickness,” he says, adding that the
ERW system can detect external and
internal longitudinal defects, throughdrilled holes with depths as small as
1/32 in. and side-drilled holes.
The inline system performs the final
inspection prior to cutting the pipe.
During manufacturing processes, such
as welding, annealing, cooling and
sizing, imperfections can be found
inside the weld or the HAZ around it.
These flaws can grow during the rest of
the process. This system helps ensure
that no flaws over a certain depth are
present in the pipe.
The ERW system detects small flaws,
which are typically natural defects,
such as penetrator defects and
lack of fusion, using the two water
wedges that are dedicated to flaw
detection. However, the system is also
able to detect major disturbances in
the welding process using its weld
profiling water wedge, which is

capable of monitoring the scarfing tool
for the internal weld bead.
“The water wedge has four
degrees of freedom so the wedge
constantly adapts to the tube’s
movement,” Laflamme explains. “It
is also equipped with an Aqualene
elastomer membrane that maintains
a permanent water column inside the
wedge. Only a thin film of water is
required between the membrane and
the tube’s surface to achieve perfect
coupling between the probe and the
inspected product. Maintaining an
undisturbed water path inside the
wedge yields high repeatability on
small defects.”
The automated system is also
equipped with an eddy current
ring probe, which detects scarfing
windows, butt welds between
coils and any major discontinuities
in the tube. When such elements
are detected by the ring, a signal
is sent to the programmable logic
control (PLC) and the water wedges
are automatically raised to prevent
damage.

Aircraft parts
manufacturer Kreisler
Mfg. checks the welds
of parts as early in the
process as it can.
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Gradient
Lens offers
80 models of
borescopes in
different sizes
and in rigid
and flexibles
models.

Compared with conventional
ultrasonic testing, phased-array testing
has several advantages including
the ability to inspect a larger area of
the tube with only one probe (per
scanning direction). In addition, the
length of the inspected weld zone can
be adjusted simply by changing a few
parameters; no mechanical changes on
the inspection head are needed. It also
offers better reliability of detection
owing to the large weld area that is
covered with constant amplitude
(sensitivity).

inspection. On the calibration bench,
the sensitivity of the probes is equalized
using known reference defects. The
bench is also used for the calibration
check procedure. The calibration tube
is capable of moving forward and
backward at speeds up to 1 m per sec.,
reproducing inspection conditions at
the real production line speed.

This image
captured by a
camera attached
to a Gradient Lens
borescope shows
the effects of
a weld and
drawn process.

the inspection is always performed
on the weld and heat-affected
zone,” he says. “If the weld line drifts
slightly from its current position, the
algorithm sends a signal to the PLC,
which then adjusts the position of the
water wedges through independent
rotational movement.”

Keeping in alignment

Feedback between the system and the PLC
uses a patented algorithm that is based
on time-of-flight analysis. It performs
automatic detection of the scarfing area
and sends feedback to the PLC.

Xiris Automation Inc. offers video
cameras that help welders see their
work as they go as well as automated,
inline inspection of large pipe welds.

A gantry system enables the inspection
head to move to three positions:
“This is the key feature of the system
maintenance, calibration and
because this feedback helps ensure that

According to Cornelius Sawatzky,
sales representative for Xiris, the
company’s weld cameras are designed

to withstand the bright light created
while welding.
“Instead of an operator trying to peek
and see what’s going on with the weld
and potentially damaging his eyes,
they can comfortably see it from a
screen and usually from a safer working
environment,” he says.
The camera features a sensor that can
handle a much larger range of light.
A regular video camera typically has a
range of light in the 55 to 60 decibels (dB)
range, says Sawatzky, but this camera
works in the 120- to 140-dB range.
Weld alignment is one of the key
factors welders are looking to monitor
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Video showing TIG welding torch movement.

This inline, automated system uses triangulation to generate a 3-D map of the surface to check for
weld defects.

in situ, and Sawatzky says welders are
trying to ensure that the seam and
the torch are aligned. In addition, the
camera helps the welder monitor the
condition of the torch and watch for
dross or contamination coming out of
the molten metal.
In addition to the weld cameras, the
company offers the new WI-3000
laser-based inspection system for
large and heavy wall pipes. Employing
a redesigned sensor head with high

resolution, the system is the larger
version of the WI-2000 inspection
system for smaller tubes.
The new system has a field of view
that ranges from 35 to 100 mm across,
allowing for detection of a variety of
defect types. Typically installed right
after the weld head on pipe mills, the
WI-3000 provides an early warning
system to detect defects in the weld
area and the forming of the pipe. With
a measurement resolution down to 30

microns, the system is able to detect
critical defects that are difficult to
detect using other forms of testing
equipment.

The most important issues for
which people are inspecting include
mismatch, bead height and the
freeze line.

According to Sawatzky, to detect
these issues, a large beam is projected
across the weld seam area and then,
through triangulation, a 3-D map
of the surface of the weld area is
generated. Software takes various
measurements such as how well the
left and right side of the bead align.

“When it’s making those
measurements, if a side is not high
enough or the left- and ride-side
walls don’t align properly, then the
software can make alerts on that as
well,” says Sawatzky. “It can alert the
operator that he should come and
adjust the machine.”
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Eyes like a hawk

“With a
measurement
resolution down
to 30 microns in
size, the system
is able to detect
critical defects
that are difficult
to detect using
other forms
of testing
equipment.”
Cornelius Sawatzky,
sales representative, Xiris
Automation Inc.

For measuring small diameter tubes,
Gradient Lens Corp. offers the Hawkeye
Borescope, which comes in 80 different
models and includes rigid and flexible
borescopes and models with camera
and video capabilities.
According to Doug Kindred, Gradient’s
president and chief scientist, rigid
borescopes are an appropriate choice
for straight, small diameter tubes.
Tubes with bends might require
flexible systems that utilize fiber optics.
Kindred adds that, for Gradient,
inspecting tubes 1/4 to 1/2 in. in
diameter are the company’s bread and
butter. Applications in that size range
include medical products and fuel
systems for the automotive and aircraft
industries.
“We manufacture borescopes
anywhere from 0.5 to 8 mm in
diameter,” he says. “’For us, 8 mm is a
big scope.”
According to Kindred, the company
works in three primary market
applications: machining, where burrs

in the cross holds are commonly
found; metal castings, where residual
sand can leave voids that impede fluid
flow or cause leakage; and welding,
where stresses from welded and drawn
processes can affect fluid flow.
One Gradient customer used a
borescope to inspect the inside of a
tube with welded fittings on each end.
“The tube had a strong heat-affected
zone that appeared as a lot of colors,”
Kindred explains. “Overheating caused
the coloring, which led to a rejected
part because of the color and because
an overheated weld is not as strong.”
Another customer, Kreisler Mfg. Corp.,
provides precision tube and pipe
assemblies and manifolds used in the
aerospace and industrial gas turbine
markets. Inspecting an orbital weld
in a titanium tube with a Hawkeye
Borescope video system allows for
easier viewing and provides image
capture capability.

and more durable camera. The new
5-in. LCD screen provides detailed
close-up views, has a 2X zoom
function, mirror-image capability and
easy-to-use intuitive controls.
“We’ve designed a new articulation
mechanism, and increased the range
to ±150 degrees,” Kindred says, adding
that the videoscope is available in
diameters of 4 and 6 mm and lengths
of 1.5, 3 and 6 m.

GRADIENT LENS CORP.

OLYMPUS CORP.

Gradient’s biggest seller is the
HawkeyeV2 Videoscope, which
contains a brighter, higher resolution

XIRIS AUTOMATION INC.
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Industry News
Lincoln’s Pipe Seam SAW
Service Center Opens
NC Facility
Chicago Tube & Iron, a large specialty
metal service center, opened a new
distribution facility in North Carolina.
The initial inventory at CTI’s Locust
distribution facility includes a full line
of stainless steel products, such as
pipe, tubing, flat bar, angle and round
bar. The company plans to expand
the new distribution facility to include
additional types of metal, including
aluminum and carbon products.

The Lincoln Electric Co. has
developed Lincolnweld
Emergence, a non-copper coated
submerged arc wire with a
proprietary surface treatment to
protect material and perform the
same as copper coated wires the
same alloy class. The elimination
of surface copper decreases the
risk of weld contamination, the
company says. Emergence
is part of a comprehensive
product line to support every
pipe seam application.

BLM Plans for New Headquarters

Trade Commission Supports Duties

BLM Group USA will move into new headquarters in the Spring of 2017. The
facility features new construction and boasts 75,000 sq. ft., with room to grow
up to 50 percent for future expansion. The new location in Wixom, Mich., will
more than double the space of the current facility. It will feature an equipment
showroom, expanded training area and separate demonstration area for
hands-on display of its technologies.

The U.S. International Trade Commission is backing duties on imports of heavy
walled rectangular welded carbon steel pipes and tubes from Korea, Mexico and
Turkey. The Aug. 17 determination found that these tubes and pipes are being
sold in the United States at less than fair value. The Commerce Department will
issue anti-dumping duty orders on imports of these products in addition to
issuing a countervailing duty order. The report details the complaint that was
lodged last year on behalf of various U.S.-based tube and pipe suppliers.
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Amada Miyachi
Completes Product
Upgrade
Amada Miyachi America Inc.
upgraded its Sigma laser stent
and tube cutter. The unit can be
configured with microsecond
fiber or femtosecond lasers.
Featuring 3 or 4 axes of motion,
wet and dry cutting, and an
automated tube loader option,
the updated system can cut
stents and tubes from 0.2 to 25
mm in diameter. New features
include an open architecture with
work space access and a sliding
door that provides quick access
for part unloading and setup
changes.

Milltech Partners with North American Manufacturer
MiiC Opton Upgrades Dual Head Bender
MiiC Opton has released a new version of its DRK bender that is constructed
with two SRK single robots on one rail. It can be constructed with one
left hand bender and one right hand bender, and the robots can be used
separately or in tandem. The robotic welders can load/unload, feed, rotate
and bend. The effective tube length is 5,000 mm (6,000 mm optional).

Milltech Co. Ltd., a Korea-based manufacturer of piping and finishing
systems, partnered with Formtek Inc. to serve its North American
customers. Milltech, the worldwide licensee of Yoder cage forming
technology, recently developed new pipe threading equipment for API
products, as well as a milling cutoff technologies for pipe and hollow
structural sections. Milltech customers can request an on-site facility tour
with Formtek.
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Sensor Corrects Welding Position
The Profile Welding System from Rofin
integrates a sensor for welding gap detection
and tracking in tube and profile material.
The unit observes the welding process in
real time, and the controller automatically
corrects positioning as needed. System
parameters and certain functions such as
laser power, positioning and gap monitoring
at the workpiece can be centrally set and
controlled. The sensors, motorized axes and
linear actuators help ensure the laser beam is
positioned within microns of the seam gap,
the company says.

Centerpoint Tungsten Expands Offerings
As a response to increased inverter technology and use, Centerpoint
Tungsten LLC can produce custom orders of tungsten electrodes and can
also work with customers to determine and supply electrodes that are
precision diamond ground to a predetermined angle and tip to produce the
best possible welds. The electrodes are longitudinally diamond ground to
a smooth finish, diamond cut to spec, buffed contaminate free, and labeled
and securely packed with customer information, including lot numbers,
if required.
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THE MORE HEADS
THE BETTER
Adding multiple
cutting heads
helps eliminate a
waterjet bottleneck
|| by Larry Adams, senior editor ||

Pump it up

“As the customer switches
between different materials
and thicknesses, there are
associated feed rates to
achieve the desired quality.”
Scott Wirtanen, Northeast regional
sales manager, Jet Edge Inc.

C

utting metal with a
waterjet machine offers
many benefits, such
as no heat-affected
zone, the ability to cut
exotic materials that are difficult to
saw or machine, and a reduction or
elimination of secondary operations
to prep material for welding.
But waterjet does have a drawback.
It’s slow, at least in comparison to
other technologies, especially laser
cutting. However, adding additional
cutting heads to a waterjet system
can help solve the technology’s tooslow problem.

Deciding whether to purchase a
waterjet with multiple cutting heads
or add a head to an existing waterjet
comes with many considerations.
Pump size is one of them. Adding
a cutting head requires increasing
pump capacity. At a given pressure
and orifice size of the head, a certain
gallons per minute (gpm) rate is
required. When you multiply that rate
with multiple heads, depending on
the number, the water rate grows in
correlation to that, so the size of the
pump has to be larger.
“Often, a single cutting head may
require a 30-hp or 50-hp pump, given
the orifice size used in the cutting
head,” says Scott Wirtanen, Northeast
regional sales manager for Jet Edge
Inc. “When you increase the number
of heads, you have to increase
pump size.”
When deciding on the pumps’
horsepower, the No. 1 issue is the
application. What material is being
cut and how thick is it?
October 2016
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Trevor Burns,
director of
production
for YOXO,
demonstrates
how to maneuver
the Jet Edge
waterjet shuttle.

“If the material is 2-in.-thick stainless
steel, you want to put more water
and abrasive into that cutting area to
remove the material faster,” Wirtanen
says. “With that single head, you’re
going to require a 50-hp pump. When
moving to the second head, you’re
going to add 50 hp.”

Toymaker YOXO increased
its productivity with a 10
cutting head Jet Edge
waterjet shuttle system.

In this scenario, as the number
of cutting heads increases, the
horsepower required doubles, so
four heads, for example, require 200
hp. This means one larger pump
or multiple pumps need to be

integrated, depending upon the total
number of heads.
Users must also consider the footprint
of the overall system. It is not just
fitting the water system, but the pumps
that propel the water through the
system. The closer the pumps are to
the waterjet gantry, the better, because
there’s a certain pressure loss per foot
through the high-pressure tubing
from the pump to the machine.
Wirtanen adds that the pumps should
be positioned no greater than 100 ft.
away from the gantry.
October 2016
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“To me, it always makes sense
from a math standpoint. Being that
it’s only 10 or 15 percent of the
overall investment to double your
A Jet Edge High Rail Gantry
waterjet system with
two cutting heads and a
pneumatic drill for prepiercing material that is
sensitive to delamination.

Software helps
While the actual cutting isn’t being
performed any faster, having multiple
cutting heads operating in tandem,
attached to a gantry and cutting
along the same X,Y axes, is what
drives up productivity. To make this
process easier, software can be used
to nest parts to get the most from a
single sheet of material. “Our software
is designed specifically for waterjet
applications,” Wirtanen says. “We are
able to easily accommodate different

production, why not?”
Scott Wirtanen, Northeast regional
sales manager, Jet Edge Inc.

numbers or combinations of heads,
so that when we’re producing a
nest, we’re simply inputting the total
number of heads.”
Swapping runs of parts is also made
easier with this software. If a user
has a family of parts with a number
of different combinations of parts,
the cutting heads take care of the
maximum number first, and then
shut off automatically as needed to
finish up the smaller number of parts.

Software can also aid when
subsequent part runs have different
parameters such as material thickness
and type. To adjust for these material
differences, the software can
automatically adjust feed rates.
“As the user switches between
different materials and thicknesses,
there are associated feed rates to
achieve the desired quality,” Wirtanen
says. “For instance, cutting ¼-in.
stainless steel is going to process

much faster than say, 3-in. stainless
steel, which would be much,
much slower. As opposed to a user
manually inputting the feed rates
to process different materials, the
software prompts the user to input
the type of material, thickness
and desired edge quality, and it
automatically generates all of the
straight line feed rates, and also
all of the proper cornering and
handling of the different cutting
needed for that part.”
October 2016
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less abrasive as opposed to thicker
materials, where you would use
more,” Wirtanen explains.
To understand this process, Wirtanen
says that the stream is analogous
to “putting your thumb on the end
of garden hose and producing a jet
of water. We’re forcing a volume of
water through an opening that could
range from 0.010 in. up to 0.015 in.”

When utilizing multiple cutting
heads, the amount of material and
finished products to be loaded and
unloaded increases. To better handle
these goods, users can add shuttles
to these waterjets. These systems
can be automated or manual and are
designed to reduce load and unload
times. “The shuttles,” Wirtanen says,
“provide a work surface that allows
the operator to unload cut parts, and
slide in a new plate underneath the
heads so that they are always cutting
even while the operator is loading or
unloading a second plate.”

The orifice constricts and produces
the waterjet stream. From there, the
abrasive is fed into the individual
cutting heads. That mixture of water
and abrasive is generally introduced
into a mixing chamber and below
the mixing chamber is a nozzle,
approximately 3 in. or 4 in. long and
three times the inner diameter of the
orifice. “If the orifice is 0.010 in., the
inner diameter of that nozzle is going

Adjusting abrasive
Typically, when talking about cutting
metal with water, it is actually a
combination of water and abrasive.
To accomplish this melding, hoppers
containing the abrasive are used
to input it into the water stream.
With multiple cutting heads, the
unit requires a bulk hopper that
feeds the abrasive to mini hoppers
positioned above each head. These
mini hoppers control the amount of
abrasive that is introduced into the
water stream. “As you’re processing
thinner materials, you may use

Jet Edge’s iP60-150
hydraulic intensifier
pump for multiple
cutting head waterjet
is a 150-hp, 60,000-psi
pump that produces
up to a 3.2-gpm
maximum flow rate.
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The Jet Edge Edge X-5
5-axis waterjet in use
at Jacquet, a metal
processing company with
six locations in the U.S.

to be 0.030 in., and that nozzle is
what keeps the combination of water
and abrasive in a tight, columned
cutting stream,” he says.

Wirtanen suggests changing the
components at the same time so that
they generally wear at the same rate.

In terms of maintenance, users
should expect to replace the orifice
anywhere between 800 hours and
1,500 hours of operation. The mixing
chamber should last somewhere
around 75 hours to 100 hours.
When using multiple cutting heads,

Reclaiming water might also be a
consideration. Typically, this means
disposing of the water as a company
would dispose of its used, nonhazardous industrial water, through
a sewer system. “There are two
instances that the user may need to

FABTECH 2016 will provide the strategies and insight needed to hone
your competitive edge for improved quality, productivity and profitability.
Come to broaden your perspective and experience the future of
manufacturing through live product demonstrations, top-notch
education programs and networking opportunities. You’ll discover
the tools for solving today’s challenges and sharpen your
skills to take on tomorrow.

Visit fabtechexpo.com for complete
details. Register now!
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recover the process [cutting] water,”
Wirtanen says. “The first is if the
shop simply doesn’t have a drain to
send the water down, then a closedloop water filtration system is used
to recover that water. The water is
filtered, cleaned, deionized and sent
back through the pump.”
The second instance is if a user
is cutting a material that would
become hazardous from the fines,
which are the small particulates
that are produced when cutting
the material. “For instance, if a user
is cutting a high-nickel alloy all day
long, that water becomes hazardous
and cannot be sent down the drain,”
Wirtanen says. “It must go through a
closed-loop water filtration system.”
These are just a few of the issues to
consider when deciding on a waterjet
system, and whether to invest
in multiple cutting heads. When
considering whether to go with
multiple heads, users may think they
shouldn’t because they only need
the waterjet to cut small runs of parts
or that the cost would be too great.

However, according to Wirtanen,
the cost to add an additional head
is only about 10 to 15 percent of the
machine’s cost.
“The way that I like to explain it to
my customers is that upgrading to a
system with a second cutting head
will double their production, and the
cost for this is minimal. Even if it’s
a short run of parts, you’re getting
that short run off the table and
completing the job quicker,” Wirtanen
says. “To me, it always makes sense
from a math standpoint. Being that
it’s only 10 or 15 percent of the
overall investment to double your
production, why not?”

JET EDGE INC.
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Selection Guide
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Coolant Recycling

Coolant Filtration

• Coolant Recycling Systems
• Oil Separators & Skimmers
• Coalescers
• Sump Cleaners
• Mixers & Proportioners
• Refractometers
• Water Purifiers
• Pumps & Vacuums

• Hydroflow Vacuum Filters
• STAR Vacuum Filters
• Centrifuge Filter Systems
• Cartridge Filters
• Gravity Filter Systems
• Hydrocyclone Separators
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Eriez’ SafeHold®
Lift Magnets
Eriez’ offers the widest selection of compact permanent
lift magnets. SafeHold® is available in four different
styles to meet any price or performance requirement
with capacities up to 10,000 lbs.
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|| by Andy Monk, new products manager, Bernard ||

What to know about MIG
gun liners, including
selection, installation
and troubleshooting
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IG gun liners serve
a distinct and
important purpose
in the welding
process: guiding
the welding wire from the wire
feeder, through the gun cable and
up to the contact tip where the arc
initiates. And while that task may
seem simple, a number of problems
can interfere with a liner’s ability to
work properly.
In many cases, such problems can
lead to quality issues, unnecessary
downtime and greater costs. Proper
liner selection and installation are
critical to minimize such issues, as is
effective troubleshooting.

Choosing right
To maximize MIG welding
performance, it is important, first and
foremost, to select the correct gun
liner size for the wire being used.
Smaller diameter welding wires, such
as 0.023 in. to 0.045 in., have relatively
low column strength. If paired with
an oversized liner, these smaller
diameter wires may “wander” within
the liner, causing poor wire feeding
and premature liner failure due to
excessive wear.
Larger diameter welding wires, such
as 1/16 in. to 1/8 in., have much
higher column strength and aren’t
as prone to such movement. Still, it
is necessary to choose a liner that is
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Deburring machines
EdgeBreaker®

EdgeRacer®

Rapid and economical, two-sided deburring, rounding
and oxide removal makes processing your material
easier and quicker than ever before. We deburr sheet
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Levelers
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Rework costs in metal processing are reduced or
even completely eliminated with dead-flat and stress
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PUNCHING MACHINES

The fastest growing Ironworker
on the market today!

Your work
CAN’T WAIT.

People trust
SUNRISE Ironworkers

to get the job done.

SUNRISE IW-66KB
Integrated 12” Brake

large enough to accommodate for
the greater diameter wire in order
to feed it smoothly through.
The quality of the liner can also
impact welding performance,
productivity and operator
downtime. Most liners are made
from coiled steel wire, which
creates a good balance of rigidity
and flexibility and allows this
component to guide the welding
wire through a tightly bent
cable without kinking. Premium
quality liners tend to maintain a
more consistent inside diameter
throughout their length. Such
consistency is critical, as variances
as small as a few thousandths of
an inch can cause wire feeding
problems and downtime for
replacing the liner.

Proper installation
SUNRISE IW-88S
Dual-Cylinder

Exclusive United States Distributor

P | 888-988-7655

Trimming the gun liner to an
incorrect length is a common
occurrence and one that can also
lead to wire feeding problems, such
as birdnesting (a tangle of wire in
the drive rolls).

MIG gun cables have a helix
pattern, which causes them to
shrink or grow when twisted. If a
welding operator trims the liner
to fit the length of the cable when
it is twisted, it may be too short
when the cable is straightened.
The resulting gaps between
the end of the liner and the gas
diffuser/contact tip may restrict
the movement of the welding wire,
leading to erratic wire feeding. It
can also allow debris to build up
in the liner or cause premature
consumable failure. If an operator
trims a liner too long, it can lead to
kinking, which also results in poor
wire feeding.
Some manufacturers print markings
on the outside of the cable to show
when the cable is twisted, providing
operators the opportunity to
straighten it fully in order to
measure for the correct liner length.
Other manufacturers offer liner
gauges as a guide. Spring-loaded
modules also are available that
work in conjunction with a frontloading liner to help minimize

Most liners are
made
from coiled
steel wire, which
creates a good
balance of rigidity
and flexibility.
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issues if a operator cuts the liner to an
incorrect length.
These modules are housed in the
power pin and put forward pressure
on the liner after the operator installs
it from the front of the gun. They
allow up to 1 in. of forgiveness if the
liner is too short.

Quick troubleshooting
Knowing some quick troubleshooting
techniques can help minimize
downtime for addressing such issues.
Here are ways to troubleshoot three
common gun liner issues.
Poor wire feeding: Erratic or poor
wire feeding can result when the
liner becomes worn out in certain
spots or excessive debris builds
up inside of it. Sometimes welding
operators can clear excessive debris
by removing the welding wire and
forcing compressed air through the
liner (without removing it from the
power cable).
In other cases, operators will need
to replace a worn-out liner. As

mentioned previously, to expedite
the process of liner replacement,
some manufacturers offer frontloading liners or jump liners. These
allow for liner replacement without
removing the gun from the wire
feeder and for replacement of only
the most commonly worn liner
section at the bend of the neck. Both
liners are quicker to change over than
standard liners.
Birdnesting: Birdnesting is caused
when stoppages prevent the welding
wire from feeding through the liner
to the contact tip. In addition to an
incorrect liner length, birdnesting can
occur if the liner becomes clogged or
if the liner is the incorrect size. When
this issue occurs, the operator will
need to remove the problematic liner
and replace it with a new one.
Electrical short: If a loss of current
at the arc occurs, it can often be the
result of loose cable connections
or a damaged cable causing the
current to be carried through the
liner instead of the power cable. Liner
discoloration is the primary indicator

MIG gun liners, like the
conventional style shown here, are
a critical component in the welding
process. Liners are responsible for
guiding the welding wire from the
wire feeder, through the gun cable
and up to the contact tip where
the arc initiates.

Front-loading liners load from the
front of the MIG gun, without the
need to remove the gun from the
wire feeder. They can be installed in
less time than a conventional liner.

Some manufacturers offer spring-loaded
modules, shown here in this cutaway, that are
housed in the power pin and apply forward
pressure to a front-loading gun liner. These
modules help accomodate for liners that may
have been trimmed too short.
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the cable when it is twisted,
it may be too short when the
cable is straightened.
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,
AMERICAS LARGEST & MOST DEPENDABLE MANUFACTURER OF FERROUS & NON-FERROUS CIRCULAR COLD SAWS.

that this problem has occurred, and
the operator should replace the liner
if this happens. It is also critical to
repair or replace the power cable.
Remember, even though the gun
liner is not visible during normal
welding operations, it is still a
significant factor in weld quality and
productivity. Selecting the right liner
and installing it properly can help
maintain consistent weld quality and

optimum productivity. Knowing the
best way to troubleshoot issues like
poor wire feeding or birdnesting can
also help minimize downtime and
costly repairs.

BERNARD
October 2016
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PLASMA WITH
A VIEW
|| by Michelle Avila, marketing coordinator, and Ann Thompson, senior
marketing operations specialist, Hypertherm Inc. ||

Hokes Bluff Welding
& Fab modernizes
while keeping roots
in the past

N

estled in the foothills of the
Appalachian Mountains,
the charming town of
Hokes Bluff, in Northeastern
Alabama, offers residents and
visitors countless scenic views, fresh
waterways and pleasant weather. The
town overlooks the Coosa River, its
“bluff,” first serving as a watch post
for Native American tribes before
becoming Hokes Bluff in the 1850s
with the arrival of Daniel Hokes Jr.
and the opening of a trading post and
blacksmith shop.

Hokes Bluff Welding & Fab has produced unique
subway entrances in Chicago.

Next generation

Today, instead of forging iron or steel,
the area’s metal needs are met by
Hokes Bluff Welding & Fab, the town’s
largest employer with 40 employees.
Barry Alan Cherry, one of the current
owners, recalls getting the following
advice just before he and his dad
bought the business in 1992.

Nearly 25 years later, those words
from the then owners of Hokes Bluff
still stick in Cherry’s head. But, today,
some things are different. His dad
and original business partner are
no longer a physical presence at the
company, with his partner having
passed away in 1996. Instead Cherry
works with a new partner, long-time
friend and family member Doug
Thomas, and a third generation of
the Cherry family, twin sons Billy
and Rusty.

“Son, it’s a crappy job, but someone
has to do it. Better yet, someone has to
pay someone to do it. That’s how we
built our business, doing these kinds of
jobs; the ones that people turn away;
the hard, the dirty and the nasty.”

Cherry is certainly no stranger to
welding and fabrication having
worked in the business for many
years before becoming an owner.
Thomas, a co-owner since 1999, also
knows what it takes.
October 2016
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Made to Handle Metal.
Plates, Pipes, Parts...
No Problems!

We help you make
things faster, safer... better.
Industrial Magnetics, Inc. fabricates
innovative and unique magnetic solutions
for industrial lifting, holding, fixturing
and moving applications as well as wide
variety of conveying products for ferrous
metal parts, lids, containers and more.

Hokes Bluff rarely turns a job
down, taking on big jobs like
heavy construction equipment,
trailers, tanks and furnaces.

“I’ve worked from the bottom to the
top, and I’ve learned the challenges
first-hand,” he explains. “I started as a
welder and fitter back in 1977; next
I was promoted to lead welder, then
supervisor, plant manager, and now
I’m an owner. That journey took more
than 40 years. I know and understand
what needs to be done and why
decisions are made at all these levels.

Industrial Magnetics, Inc.
Call: 888.582.0823 • Surf: www.magnetics.com
Scan: QR code with your smart device

I understand why a welder thinks
like he does because I have
been one.”
He goes on to say, “It isn’t about
me and Barry. It’s about what
is best for Hokes Bluff. We’ve
been blessed with very good
employees as well as vendors. The
employees are the biggest priority
October 2016
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Visit us at Fabtech

to me as an owner and leader. My job
is to take care of them because they
will then take care of the customer.”

Booth C31085

The Sharpest Laser
Technology on the Strip.
To deliver the quality our customers expect, Muratec’s
proprietary technology integrates hardware and
software to create a system that offers a high level
of quality, reliability and productivity. Muratec’s
unsurpassed precision ensures that part 1 and part
1,000 are the same dimension time and time again.
Don’t lose money—gain knowledge at Murata Machinery.

That philosophy seems to work.
Under their management, Cherry and
Thomas’ business has doubled in size
over the past two decades. Like any
job shop, the jobs that come through
the doors in Hokes Bluff vary from
small parts to large beams and pieces
for heavy construction equipment,
trailers, tanks and furnaces. Work is
plentiful. Word of mouth from happy
customers combined with good
highway access means the business
attracts work from up and down the
US-278 and I-59 corridors.

Great cuts
The business is loyal to Hypertherm,
purchasing its first Hypertherm
plasma cutting system – an
automated MAX200 – nearly 20 years
ago and adding several more systems
to keep up with business growth in
the ensuing years. Today, Hokes Bluff
relies on a HyPerformance HPR260XD
to cut mild steel up to 3/4 in. thick.
A Sensor THC torch height control

MOTORUM 2044TS-S
The M2044TS-S provides high speed
processing with reliability and accuracy.
It integrates deburring, forming, tapping
and other processes, raising overall
productivity fast!
Visit muratec-usa.com/fabrication
or call 800.428.8469 to discover your
future potential.

ENGINEERING • MANUFACTURING
APPLICATIONS • PROJECT MANAGEMENT
PARTS • SERVICE • TRAINING

muratec-usa.com
RELIABILITY BY DESIGN

system, Edge Pro Ti CNC and ProNest
software complete the package. This
combination of Hypertherm products
gives the team access to Hypertherm’s
SureCut technology, including True
Hole technology, which is geared for
producing better hole quality.
“The HPR is an outstanding system,”
Cherry says. “We recently cut Inconel
625, a nickel-based alloy known for
outstanding strength, using the HPR’s
stainless steel parameters. The cut
was great.”
Cherry and Thomas were able to save
money when upgrading to the new
HPR system by choosing to retrofit the
system onto a C&G Systems table they
already had. In addition, Hokes Bluff
uses two Powermax105 air plasma
systems.
One of the Powermax systems powers
a cutting table, giving Hokes Bluff a
second, albeit smaller, automated
option, while the second Powermax
is used for handheld applications.
Though the company only has two
Powermax systems, its employees
actually use three torches.
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The first is a traditional machine torch
found on the automated system, while
the remaining two torches are found
on the handheld Powermax. Using the
quick-disconnect torch feature found on
all newer Powermax systems, the team
is able to quickly alternate between a
traditional hand torch and Hypertherm’s
patented 4-ft.-long torch.

Hokes Bluff builds furnance shells for a foundry company with locations across the country.
The holes in the shell are access panels for repairs and service.

“The long torch has made everything
faster and easier for us,” Cherry says,
explaining that his team uses the torch
to cut up skeletons on the large table.
“The time to clear the table has been
cut in half. It has maximized production

www.isblite.com
Or call Toll Free
1-866-ISBLITE
2016-10-03 9:35 AM

so we have little to no downtime. Our
operator loves it because he can just
keep moving.”

That operator happens to be Cherry’s
son and Thomas’ nephew, Billy. As the
younger Cherry goes about his work, he
marvels at the consumables that go into
the torch. He’s particularly impressed by
the life he’s getting. Because cut quality
isn’t a top priority when scrapping
skeletons, he uses the consumables
past their prime.
“I find that the consumables last
much longer than what they say they
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will,” Billy Cherry says. “I went on the
Hypertherm website to check and
we are getting between 70 to 80
percent longer life. I only change my
consumables once every week and a
half to two weeks. That includes the
electrode and nozzle.”
Also impressive is the ability to drag
cut. Cherry simply places the long
torch at the edge of the skeleton and
drags it along the material. The ability
to do this is a great back saver he says
because he doesn’t have to hold the
torch up off the workpiece.

Earning respect

Hokes Bluff’s location offers
good highway access to
US-278/US-431 and I-59/I-20 and
can accept work from all over
the United States and beyond,
including Denmark, South
America and the Middle East.

The younger Cherry and his twin
brother have worked at Hokes Bluff
for a couple of years now, but there
definitely isn’t any favoritism going
on. Concerned about the legacy of
the company and wanting to prepare
the twins for life, the elder Cherry and
Thomas told the boys they’d have to
work somewhere else for at least five
years before they’d even consider
hiring them.
As the elder Cherry explains, “I’ve
seen so many children drive their
family’s business into the ground
and I wanted them to be successful.

I never gave them any special
treatment and they had to apply
just like anyone else. However, I do
demand more of them because they
are my sons.”
After five years, the twins did apply
for a job at Hokes Bluff.
“I told the boys when they came to
work for us that this is an opportunity
to earn the respect of the men and
women that they work next to,”
Thomas says. “That is something they
have to earn. We cannot make people
respect them.”
From blacksmithing to the most
modern of fabrication technology,
the team at Hokes Bluff is putting
the right pieces in place. The elder
Cherry and Thomas have no idea if
the boys will want to take over the
business someday but nonetheless
want to ensure they are prepared for
whatever comes their way.

HOKES BLUFF WELDING & FAB
HYPERTHERM INC.
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CUTTING WITH CARBIDE
Starrett invests in R&D to optimize production with
carbide tipped blades for bandsaws
by Jimmy Myers, senior editor

T

he triple chip tooth blade
pattern that eats through
tough materials has been
the workhorse of the sawing
industry for decades. However, in the
early 1990s, manufacturers in Europe
began playing with the triple chip
tooth design to find more effective
ways of cutting specific materials,
especially exotic alloys.
No matter the operation or material,
the goal is always to achieve faster
cutting with less feed force and
longer blade life. When exotic alloys
enter the equation, tooth design and
choice of blade material become more
important. For example, the aerospace
and healthcare industries use materials
that almost always demand carbide
tipped blades for cutting. Inconels 718
and 625, nickel alloys, Hastelloy, cobalt
chrome and titanium – these are all
metals that are hard to cut and are
better managed using carbide blades
rather than bi-metal blades.

LUCKY 7
Gene Ramsdell, a sawing expert
and metallurgist with Starrett Saws,

says coming up with new designs
for carbide tipped blades is part of
Starrett’s process in bringing more
efficiency to customers. Admittedly,
Ramsdell says Starrett, known best in
the northern hemisphere as a precision
tool manufacturer, got a relatively late
start to bringing carbide into the mix
with its saw blade designs.
“Several years ago, we started research
on developing more blade types,”
Ramsdell says, adding that the Advanz
multi-chip 7 (MC7) blade, Starrett’s
answer to the triple chip tooth blade,
was designed to cut seven small chips
over the course of the tooth pattern. “It
allows for smaller chip width per tooth,
which results in less wear on the tooth.
And because there are effectively
fewer teeth of the same type in a given
pattern, the MC7 is creating a thinner,
deeper cut. Same chip load, different
cross sectional shape.”

“The whole industry has
evolved in the last 15 to 20
years in cutting exotic and
aerospace materials. It’s
almost a non-issue when
it comes to increasing
productivity.”
Gene Ramsdell, sawing expert and
metallurgist with Starrett Saws

Starrett also developed the Advanz
multi-chip 5 (MC5) blade that performs
slightly less efficient cutting than
the MC7 but can take more abuse in
applications such as those that
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involve harder nickel alloys or less rigid
machines. The design allows the chip
load to be spread out over five teeth,
facilitating longer blade life.
Developing tooth geometries, such
as on the MC7 blade, allows for less
wear, straighter cuts and longer blade
life. Manufacturers working with
exotic alloys need every break they
can get, especially considering the
cost of the raw materials, which when
cut improperly can lead to unwanted
overhead. Ramsdell says, for example,
that the Inconel 718 or titanium, both of
which are among the most expensive,
materials, must be cut correctly and
not turned into scrap due to poor
blade performance.

The magnifying glass highlights the
carbide tooth improvements, which
offer faster cutting time, less feed
force and longer blade life. These
were the goals Starrett met after
they designed the Advanz MC7
carbide tipped blade.

“They really can’t afford to throw away
pounds of materials when they’re in
excess of $15 and $20 a pound,” he
explains. “They need a blade that helps
them maintain the straightness of the
cut. The surface finish has to be smooth
so there are less secondary operations,
such as milling or grinding. They can
use the as-cut surface. That’s important,
and it goes into the cost per cut.”

Starrett’s Advanz MC7
blade creates seven
distinct chips. This results
in less wear than what is
experienced on a triple
chip tooth blade, earning it
the moniker “tough to cut”
blade for nickel alloys and
stainless steel.
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Ramsdell says the MC series addresses
those concerns. The MC7 and
MC5 blades utilize an unset tooth
arrangement, which means the teeth
are ground in a way that presents
different areas of contact to produce a
chip. The end result of the cut is a nearmirror finish on the material.
“The MC7 will cut anything,” Ramsdell
flatly states. “It can cut hot-rolled billets
or age-hardened products, which may
be up into the Rockwell HRC 30 to 40
range. That hardness really beats up
on a bi-metal blade, but it’s the perfect
spot to go into with carbide.”
The MC7 blade does anything a triple
chip tooth blade does, but more
efficiently. However, rather than
pigeon hole the MC7 blade into exotic
alloy-only use, Ramsdell says Starrett
is careful to note that it is also a great
blade for all ferrous metals.

RESEARCH AND TEST
The MC7 design was two years in the
making. However, Ramsdell says it’s

still an ongoing process. The R&D team
is constantly brainstorming in the
company’s North Carolina plant, which
is also the location of the company’s
saw division.
“We run a series of benchmarking tests
with other competitors’ blades on
different materials,” Ramsdell says.
“We find out what performs well and
what doesn’t.”
Kyle Wissing, product development
engineer at Starrett, says to research
blade life without wasting expensive
cutting material, Starrett uses a
bandsaw fitted with a load cell and
force gauge to measure side width
pressure to determine if the material
will be forced out of alignment during
the cut.
“By measuring the force imparted
on the workpiece,” Wissing explains,
“we can watch for trends and make
predictions about the life of a blade.
For example, after several cuts of a
small bar of stainless steel, the MC7
blade was found to require 10 to 20
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less force than the Starrett TS (triple
chip) blade and 5 lbs. less than the
MC5 blade. By controlling for machine
parameters, such as band speed, feed
rate and coolant, different styles of
blade can be ranked by performance.”
Ramsdell notes that there are different
ways to approach wear on blades.
Some shops want to cut material as
fast as possible without regard for the
life of the blade. The cost per cut might
be worth it for these shops because
they’re pumping out twice as many
parts as they would be by slowing
down and prolonging blade life.
To further research, the R&D team
sends out samples of its finished
product to laboratories that utilize
scanning electron microscopes to get
an up-close look at the ground finish
on the tooth tips. To get a quick look
at its test blades, Starrett has an optics
division located in California that
produces precision optical products.
The goal is to minimize any jagged
peaks of the cutting edge and make
the surface finish smoother and less

likely to fracture. Carbide is much
more prone to fracturing just due to
high hardness.
“On the initial cuts with the bandsaw,
it’s important that you try to prevent
this micro fracture from occurring,”
Ramsdell notes.

TOP PERFORMANCE
Single-point tooling, Ramsdell says,
may use a particularly hard grade of
carbide because there is constant
contact with the tool and workpiece.
However, with bandsaw applications,
the teeth are making intermittent
contact with the material, so there is
more impact that requires a tougher
grade of carbide based on binder
content and grain size. Starrett uses
several grades of carbide aimed for
specific styles of saws. For instance,
the MC7 blade uses the Vickers 1,600
sub-micron type, which is a good,
all-around grade that is tough and
wears well.
Vibration is another factor in carbide
blade performance.

“Vibration is the killer in carbide,”
Ramsdell warns. “The tooth has to
handle the impact and the machine
has to be sturdy enough to dampen
any vibration.”
Vibration can be generated by the
transmission that turns the blade.
It can also occur when the bearings
in the bandsaw wheels aren’t high
quality. The clamping mechanism must
be spot on, and the down feed and
band speed must be tweaked exactly

right. Furthermore, higher tensile
stresses are involved with bandsaw
work, which is necessary to hold
the blade tight between the guides.
These guides must be maintained and
replaced or the quality of the cuts will
be compromised.
But all of these issues can’t overcome
the issues put forward by a bad
saw operator or poorly maintained
machine. Ramsdell says there are a
number of instances where these
October 2016
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the blade won’t see its useful life just
due to the condition of the machine.”

“Vibration is the killer in carbide. The
tooth has to handle the impact and
the machine has to be sturdy enough
to dampen any vibration.”

“The whole industry has evolved
in the last 15 to 20 years in cutting
exotic and aerospace materials,” he
says. “It’s almost a non-issue when it
comes to increasing productivity.”

Gene Ramsdell, sawing expert and
metallurgist with Starrett Saws

problems are evident, and they
are ones that can “make or break
your business.”
“A good saw operator will know if
the operation doesn’t sound right,”
Ramsdell says. “If it’s squealing or
groaning, or you put your fingers on
the side of the machine and you feel a
different vibration, that is a problem.
The operator has to keep his ear to his
work, so to speak, and try to maintain
the machine.”

Where carbide really shines,
Ramsdell says, is on stainless steel
and exotic alloys. Production rates
can triple what manufacturers using
bi-metal blades are able to achieve.

THE RIGHT APPLICATION
Bi-metal blades have teeth made of
high-speed steel bonded to a carbon
steel base. They have a hardness rating
of around Rockwell HRC 68, which
means they are less likely to chip than
a carbide blade.
“Here is where the tradeoff comes,”
Ramsdell says. “If you have a machine
that is poorly maintained, you might
be wasting your money buying a
carbide blade because, chances are,

Ramsdell ends by saying Starrett is
here to help solve difficult bandsaw
cutting applications and it has the
technical assistance available to
do it.
“We can help via phone or internet,”
he says. “We also have saw service
engineers throughout North
America for onsite visits. We want to
help customers.”
STARRETT SAWS
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VALUE-ADDED
AUTOMATION
Bringing fully and semi-automatic solutions to manufacturers that deal
with a variety of angles and other applications
by Jimmy Myers, senior editor

V

“

alue added” should
be a familiar phrase
to anyone invested in
improving business.
For manufacturers looking to add
value to their current lineup of
saws, Scotchman Industries Inc. has
solutions.
Scotchman, which celebrates 50
years in business next year, has long
been known for its cold saws and
ironworking solutions. However, thanks
to a partnership with RazorGage, a
company that specializes in automatic
feed systems (Programmable Stops)

and software for automated processes,
Scotchman is now bringing the value
added slogan to customers old and new.
Scotchman’s
HFA fully
automatic saw
features touch
screen controls
and adjustable
indexing feed
speeds. Four
separate cut
lengths can be
programmed
for each job.

Mike Albrecht, national sales manager
at Scotchman, says customers are
seeking out technology that allows
them to take the labor out of the hands
of the saw operator. The push system
created by RazorGage uses software
designed in-house that operators
can access via a tablet or large touch
screen attached to a saw’s control
panel where they can enter their cut
list. The technology is intuitive and
easy to use.

A NEW ANGLE

Operators using
CPO 315 RFA,
Scotchman’s largest
automated saw,
can easily punch in
cut lists on a touch
screen control panel
placed on the saw,
as seen in this video.

Engineers are becoming more
creative in their designs, which means
manufacturers need more options
to get the efficiency they need when
making multiple-angled cuts. Albrecht
says he’s seeing a require to help
manufacturers make more exotic
profile cuts.
“Nothing is straight square, up and
down anymore,” Albrecht claims.

“There is always some geometric
profile added to designs.”
Albrecht admits that mixing miter
saws and automated sawing is “kind
of a tricky process,” that Scotchman
has tackled by pairing its nonferrous, metal-only saws with a
feed system (also referred to as a
push system) and software from
RazorBlade called AngleMaster. The
target audience has traditionally
October 2016
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been door and window manufacturers,
but he also has some fabricators and
a trailer manufacturer as users. The
AngleMaster paired with Scotchman
saws, he says, is a good fit for an
operator that currently has to manually
turn the head of the saw with every
new angled cut.
“I don’t like to limit it to any one
industry,” Albrecht says. “This saw takes
the labor out of the jobs that require a
variety of angled cuts per part, and it
takes the error out of it.”

The AngleMaster automatic feed
solution feeds stock material into
the miter saw at the proper length
according to the cut list that can
be entered on the touch screen or
through saved cut lists that can be
uploaded via Wi-Fi, Bluetooth or USB.
In this video, Scotchman features the
AngleMaster feed system on its SUP500 upcut saw, giving operators a
semi-automatic sawing solution for a
variety of angled cuts.

The cut lists direct the saw head to
automatically rotate to the angle that the
operator has punched in for each specific
part. Albrecht says one of the big perks
of having the Surface Pro tablet, or the
23-in. PC touch screen for operators who
want a bigger view, on the saw is that
when the operator runs into a problem,
they can pull up instructional videos and
troubleshoot the issue.
“I think a 12 year old could walk up to
this machine and make parts in minutes,”
Albrecht says.

SEMI ALL THE WAY
The AngleMaster with added value
from RazorGage doesn’t make it a fully
automatic saw, and that’s a good thing.
Albrecht explains that when dealing
with various wedges and angles,
operators need to visually inspect the

Check out Scotchman’s GAA 500 90
DT-20, an upcut saw with a drilling
component. It comes in fully and
semi-automatic versions.
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DRILLING OPTION

The RFA bundle loader can handle raw
stock up to 24 ft. long, giving operators
more options when it comes to handling
varying lengths of material.

placement of the material before the
cut is made, especially with material
that has a 9-in. profile (the maximum
diameter for the AngleMaster).
Albrecht says the mitered profiles
have more of a tendency to push away
from the fence as the push feeder is
indexing the material, which would
lead to an improper cut. Because
Scotchman’s upcut saws have an
acrylic hood, the operator can see
through to the material being held by
the clamps.

Scotchman recently jumped into
another sawing solution that had some
people scratching their heads. The GAA
series delves into vertical drilling – a
first for the company. The GAA 500
90 DT-20 comes in semi- and fully
automatic versions. While it is an upcut
saw with an automatic feeder, it also
has the ability to drill and tap.

“Those exotic profiles can get very
expensive,” Albrecht explains. “So
mistakes are very costly. Running it
semi-automatically allows the operator
to make sure that his clamps are
holding the part properly before he
actually sends the blade up through
the cut.”
Albrecht says the semi-automatic
solution does most of the work for the
operator. It does the critical thinking
of setting the angle and indexing the
material to proper length.

Adding the drill, Albrecht says, allows
the saw to go into many shops,
expanding its target audience. With
the GAA series, operators can program
automatic indexing of a single length
of material and the saw drills, taps and
cuts off the part at the same time.
“People were wondering why we
wanted to go down that road because

SAWING
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Let Us Help
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it’s out of the normal realm of what
we do,” Albrecht explains. “We have
learned you have to add value to
everything you do. Our customers
want to be more productive. We’re
constantly trying to add more value,
even with our ironworkers.”

HFA AND RFA
Scotchman offers a series of HFA
(hitch feed automatic) and RFA (roll
feed automatic) saws for customers
that need a one-length-only sawing
solution. The HFA series is designed
with an automatic feeder, which is
sometimes referred to as a shuttle
feed. Operators simply load a piece
of material into the HFA saw and set
the length manually. Powered by an
air cylinder, the saw grabs the length
of material, indexes forward, the main
vice clamps the material and the saw
makes the cut.

“It’s a great automatic saw that can run
unattended once you start the one bar
or bundle of tubes,” he says.
Albrecht says the HFA saw is built
in two versions – the standard as
described above, and in a CNC version,
which is new to Scotchman this year.
The difference is that the CNC version
doesn’t require manual indexing and
makes an accurate first cut every
time. It’s a belt-driven system that is
accurate to ±0.006 in.

“Nothing is straight
square, up and down
anymore.There
is always some
geometric profile
added to designs.”
Mike Albrecht, national sales manager,
Scotchman Industries Inc.

Scotchman marked a jump into drilling
and tapping with the GAA-500 DT.
Available in fully and semi-automatic
versions, this saw has a cutting speed
of 3,000 RPM.
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“You can save plenty of time on the
setup,” Albrecht says of the CNC
version, “but we’re catering to two
different kinds of customer. The
standard manual length set saw is
ideal for somebody who might cut
thousands and thousands of that
same length part, which doesn’t
change very often. But the guy
who has a part list or cut list that’s
changing constantly is spending
more time adjusting the stop than
he is cutting and would benefit by
choosing the CNC version. The CNC
version also has the easiest setup
software in the industry; input the
data and cut parts in seconds.”
The RFA saw is the largest automated
system that Scotchman offers for
a cut-to-length tube saw. It’s also
the only saw offered that has a full
supply table/magazine loader that
automatically loads a piece of tube
into the machine, indexes it through,
cuts to length and automatically
loads the next one right behind it.
The RFA saw also automatically ejects
the part when the cut is complete.

It delivers every length possible to
be cut on each tube. Many machines
leave large remnants. With an RFA, the
operator can get every part possible
out of each tube. The remnant will be
shorter than the cut length.
“Basically,” Albrecht says, “all the
operator has to do is set the length,
load the machine full of tube and it
will automatically take off and cut the
desired number of pieces. There are
definitely other saws on the market
that offer a much higher volume, but
with a much higher price tag. The
CPO 315 RFA ST, for the price and the
automation it provides, is probably
cost per cut one of the best values in
the market.”
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INDUSTRY
NEWS
DOALL ADDS TWO NEW
TEAM MEMBERS
Mark Park (top), DoAll Sawing Products’
new national manager, brings an
extensive background in motion control,
process automation, robotics and safety
critical components. In the new role,
his focus will be on distributor and
customer relationships, quality and
providing leadership to sales. George
Farraye (bottom), DoAll’s new western
factory regional manager, also offers
an extensive background in industrial/
tooling manufacturing sales. His
focus will be on offering his technical
expertise to DoAll’s western distributors
and customers.

IMTS HIGHLIGHTS SMART
SAWING SYSTEMS
In the Abrasive Machining/Sawing/Finishing Pavilion at IMTS 2016, several
OEMs showcased new honing and sawing machines featuring online data
management capabilities. Inspired by manufacturers’ need to improve
productivity, OEMs are increasingly developing new methods to connect
equipment with cloud-based applications that can be accessed on smart
devices. According to Peter R. Eelman, vice president of exhibitions and
business development at the Association For Manufacturing Technology,
the parent organization of IMTS, “Modern grinding, honing and sawing
systems have a much cleaner profile. Compared to mechanical controls
and bolt-on accessories, a CNC-driven system with servo-motor control
inspires confidence on plant tours. Customers will readily discern that your
shop is set up to produce consistent quality parts.”
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BI-METAL BANDSAW BLADE
INDUSTRY REPORT
QY Research Group released its “Bi-Metal Band Saw Blade Industry 2016
Market Research” report, an in-depth, global study on the state of the
bi-metal bandsaw blade industry. In addition to providing data on the
industry’s capacity, manufacturing cost structure, consumption volume and
levels of imports/exports, the researchers included profiles of several major
manufacturers. Among others, Lenox, Starrett, Amada, DoAll, Simonds and
Rontgen are included. The report is available for purchase. Also available is
QY Research Group’s report, “Global Bi-Metal Band Saw Blade Market 2015
Industry Trend, Share, Opportunities and Forecast to 2020.”

AMADA ANNOUNCES NEW
WEBSITE FUNCTIONALITY
The Blade Advisor web app from Amada Machine Tools America Inc. is now
available through the company’s website. The new app allows users to select
attributes for what they are cutting, such as material, size and shape, and in
turn are provided with a blade recommendation along with speed and feed
recommendations.

COSEN SAWS CELEBRATES
40TH ANNIVERSARY
2016 marks the 40th Anniversary since Cosen Saws opened
its doors in 1976 in Hsinchu, Taiwan. In addition to celebrating
four decades in business, the company also built a new
headquarters and manufacturing facility in 2016 in Taichung.
Recently, their North American office launched a newly
designed website specifically for the U.S. marketplace. The
company produces vertical and horizontal bandsaws for the
steel cutting, structural steel cutting, aircraft component manufacturing and
automobile parts fabricating industries and is one of the largest professional
bandsaw manufacturers and exporters worldwide.

Photo credit: Lenox
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MISSION CRITICAL:
WORKFORCE 2021
A skills gap crisis is looming for
the manufacturing industry.
Is your company ready?

TOOLING U-SME

| 1

Addressing training
challenges
For the past five years, Tooling U-SME
has analyzed the manufacturing
industry’s performance in addressing
the skills gap and found the majority
of manufacturers are not taking
the necessary steps to address this
problem. Results show half way
through its decade-long Mission
Critical: Workforce 2021 project,
manufacturers are not taking the
steps to identify the needed skills.
Forty-nine percent of respondents
say their company has not begun
measuring employees’ current skills
against future needs. Seventy-six
percent say their company’s training
is not adequate to meet future needs.

AM equipment maker
opens U.S. facility
Bystronic Mexico opens
new facility
Bystronic Mexico opened its new
Monterrey, Mexico, headquarters. The
facility, located near the Monterrey
Airport, will feature live product
demonstrations for laser cutting and
press brake bending equipment, as well
as BySoft 7 suite of software. On-site
classrooms will offer hands-on training,
and standard and custom courses for
programmers, machine operators and
maintenance personnel.

Laser company names new
president
Cylaser America LLC named Massimo
Denipoti president. He brings years of
experience in bringing Italian machine
tool companies to North America.
Denipoti is also a partner in Venture
Systems, a business unit of Venture
USA. Concurrent with the appointment,
Cylaser America shifted its North
American headquarters to Sterling
Heights, Mich., from Geneva, Ill.

BeAM, or Be Additive Manufacturing,
established operations in the United
States. BeAM Machines Inc. will be
based in Hebron, Ky., on the premises
of industrial engineering group Five
Machining, with which BeAm signed an
industrial and commercial partnership
in March 2015. Tim Bell will serve as
general manager and vice president
of business development. BeAM is a
European manufacturer of metal 3-D
additive manufacturing machines
using laser metal deposition and
CNC technology.
October 2016
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Broco Rankin announces
new VP
Mike Colella has been named vice
president of sales and market for
Broco Rankin, an exothermic cutting
and underwater welding systems
supplier. Colella joins the company
after serving in leadership roles at
National Standard, Essroc Cement
and Axim Admixtures.

CCAI announces new
chapters
The Chemical Coaters Association
International announced the launch
of its Georgia and Alabama chapters.
With increasing member activity
in the southeast, CCAI is bringing
significant educational and networking
opportunities for those in the finishing
industry. Georgia’s chapter president is
Derek Dennis (left) and David Boone is
president of the Alabama chapter.

Sumig USA appointed Steve Saumier
director of business development to
its management team. Saumier brings
more than 30 years of experience in
the North American welding market.
The company manufactures welding
products and systems, including
turnkey robotic cells, GMAW torches and
consumables.

Top five fab vendors

Welding market to grow
$24 billion
The global market for welding
equipment, accessories and
consumables is projected to reach
$24.0 billion by 2021, according to
new report. Growth in the global
construction industry, consumer
spending, auto sales and full capacity
utilization by manufacturers have
played a role in driving the growth.
The report, Welding Equipment,
Accessories, and Consumables Market
- Global Forecast to 2021, finds arc
welding is projected to be the fastestgrowing segment, by technology, for
the next five years. The main drivers for
this growth are the manufacturing and
steel industries; steel plays a vital role
these industries.

Sumig USA hires
business director

Edwards Mfg. acquired
by JPW
Edwards Mfg. Co., manufacturers of
ironworkers and other products based
in Albert Lea, Minn., has been acquired
by JPW Industries Inc. JPW supplies
metalworking and woodworking
equipment and specialty shop tools
sold under the JET, Powermatic, Wilton
and Promac brand names.

Technavio announced the top five
metal fabrication equipment market
vendors in its recent global metal
fabrication equipment market report.
The global metal fabricating equipment
market is dominated by the major
vendors at present. The companies are
adapting to changing market dynamics,
shifting toward automation and other
technologies in an effort to reduce
the cost for smaller lot sizes without
compromising on quality. The top five
are Colfax offering solutions through its
ESAB brand, DMG Mori, DMTG, Trumpf
and Yamazaki Mazak.
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More Information is Just a Click Away!

Techgen Media’s Information for
Fabricators is Bigger than Fabshop
Fabricators have a triple-barreled resource they can reach through FAB
Shop Direct, or through our sister publications, Shop Floor Lasers and
Welding Productivity. Together, we cover fabricating topics from different
angles, each with a different focus, linked to give you more depth or a
different take on the topics you see in one of the three.
Follow the links below to see the latest coverage from our magazine group.
More information is just a click away, no matter where you start:

TIPS FOR TIG:
A marine repair shop gives advice

FIRST-TIME USERS:
How lasers changed the playing field

BIG BRIDGES:
Plasma system increases quality

LASER STIR WELDING:
Leveraging the wobble method

